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1.0 SUMMARY
1.1

Introduction

In November 2021, Alianza Minerals Ltd. (“Alianza”) retained Equity Exploration Consultants Ltd.
(“Equity”) to prepare an independent technical report (the “Technical Report”) on the Haldane Property
(“Haldane” or the “Property”) in central Yukon. Equity has managed the recent exploration programs on the
Haldane property dating back to 2008 and all the work by Alianza since 2018.
1.2

Project Description

The Haldane property of Alianza is a structurally-controlled-silver-vein prospect located within the
Keno Hill silver mining district in the central Yukon. The Keno Hill silver deposits produced 214 million ounces
of silver in a long history of continuous mining from 1918 to 1989, with intermittent production recommencing
in 2011. Mineralization in the district is dominantly controlled by northerly to easterly trending vein-faults,
and consists of galena, sphalerite and, locally, tetrahedrite-tennantite in siderite-quartz gangue. The best
mineralization occurs where the mineralized structures cut the Basal Quartzite Member of the Keno Hill
Quartzite Formation. The Haldane property hosts a similar geological setting with associated mineralization,
located about 25 km west of the main Keno Hill deposits.
1.3

Location, Access, and Ownership

The Haldane property is approximately 30 km north of Mayo, Yukon and about 2 km west of Highway
11, which runs between Mayo and Keno City. The claims are centred at 63°52’N latitude and 135°52’W
longitude on the National Topographic System 105M/13 map sheet. A four-wheel drive road leaves Highway
11 at Halfway Lakes, 24 kms north of Mayo, and passes through the southern part of the Haldane property. A
branch road built in the 1960’s reaches to the Bighorn Creek valley from the west and was re-habilitated in
2011 to provide access to historical underground workings and trenches.
The Haldane property consists of 432 contiguous quartz mineral claims for a total of 8,579 hectares in
the Mayo Mining District of the Yukon. The Haldane and HAO claims are registered to Equity Exploration
Consultants Ltd. (“Equity”) of Vancouver, BC. The adjacent “Ross Claims” (Nur, Clarkston and Fara claims) are
registered to Alianza. Alianza has an agreement to purchase 100% of the Haldane and HAO claims from Equity.
1.4

History, Exploration and Drilling

Prospectors entered the area of the Haldane property early in the last century and by 1919 had
established underground workings at the Middlecoff Zone south of Bighorn Creek, reportedly shipping hand
selected ore (Cockfield, 1920). Additional underground work was done at the Johnson Adit north of Bighorn
Creek in the mid-1920’s (Yukon Minfile #105M 0148). Little work was recorded until the mid-1960’s although
a regional stream water and sediment survey by Boyle et al (1956) identified the Mt Haldane area as having
potential for Ag-Pb-Zn mineralization. In the mid-1960’s, the property was explored by a group of companies
who identified the Mt Haldane Vein System (“MHVS”), a structural corridor that contains all the known
significant workings (Cathro, 1978). This work included surface geochemistry, rehabilitation of the Middlecoff
workings, driving a new adit on the north side of Bighorn Creek, and extensive bulldozer trenching north of
Bighorn Creek, and led to the discovery of the Main Zone. Additional surface geochemical work and geological
mapping was done in various parts of the property through about 1982 including a strong push on Sn-W
showings on the east side of Mt Haldane (Rota and Paul, 1982). Between, 1982 and 2008, exploration was
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mostly done peripheral to the main showings. In 2008, Equity staked the Haldane 1-99 claims and subsequently
optioned them to Habanero Resources Inc. who completed surface exploration and 13 drill holes on the MHVS
from 2010-2013 (Jones, 2013).
Alianza has progressively advanced their exploration since acquiring the project in 2018. In the field
seasons of 2018 and 2019 Alianza completed ground surveys including geological mapping and soil sampling
plus targeted excavator trenching focused on evaluating the extent of the Basal Quartzite Member of the Keno
Hill Formation, particularly in areas where earlier exploration information was minimal. Alianza collected a
total of 1622 soil samples, including 412 in 2019, primarily of colluvium and “B” horizon material, plus 22 silt
samples and 174 surface rock samples that include 86 chip and grab samples from trenches. This work led to
the delineation of the Bighorn Anomaly, a significant new mineralized zone in the northwest part of the
property (Jones, 2020; Jones, 2018). Additional in-fill soil sampling and some mapping was done north of
Bighorn Creek along the MHVS, a well-mineralized structural corridor that crosses north-south through the
centre of the property. Geological mapping and rock sampling were also done north of the Ross Soil Anomaly
and in upper Bighorn Creek drainage.
Alianza completed three diamond drilling programs on the property from 2019 to 2021 for a total of
3335.4 metres in 14 holes. The drill holes have tested several targets on the property, including the West Fault
(8 drill holes, 2097.4m); the Middlecoff Zone (4 drill holes, 662.0m), the Bighorn Anomaly (1 drill hole, 351.0m),
and the Ross Soil Anomaly (1 drill hole, 225.0 m). A total of 1013 drill core samples, including control and
duplicate samples, were collected. This drill work has intercepted significant high grade silver mineralization
at the West Fault and strong mineralized zones at Middlecoff and the Bighorn Zones.
1.5

Geology and Mineralization

The Haldane property is centred on Mt Haldane, a prominent topographic feature in the west part of
the Keno Hill District. North and east of Mt Haldane, the property is largely drift covered with no outcrop. The
geology of the Haldane property is dominated by a wide band of the Basal Quartzite Member of the Keno Hill
Quartzite Formation that forms most of Mt Haldane. The overlying Sourdough Member of this Formation lies
in the south part of the property. The lower slopes of the west, north, and east parts of Mt Haldane are
primarily underlain by the Metavolcanic Member of the Earn Group. Numerous Ag-Pb-Zn showings occur on
the property and are related to generally northerly trending structural corridors that are usually formed by
vein-faults. The most significant of these corridors is the MHVS that is continuous along strike for about 4000
m across the central part of the property, on the west shoulder of Mt Haldane.
The West Fault Zone is located near the north end of the MHVS, on the west flank of the structural
corridor. Initially drilled in 2011, Alianza has followed up with 8 drill holes in 2020 and 2021. Significant Ag-PbZn mineralization occurs in two vein-faults of the West Fault system, WF1 and WF2, and has been intersected
over 115 m strike and 150 m dip. Galena-sphalerite vein mineralization plunges moderately to steeply to the
south within faults that strike 210-215° and dip 60-70° to the southwest. Drill hole HLD21-24 cut 1.26 m
estimated true width (“eTW”) grading 3267 g/t Ag, 5.8% Pb, 7.02% Zn and 0.11 g/t Au in the deepest
intersection to date. Other holes at the West Fault also returned grades between 200 g/t to 1107 g/t Ag over
true widths of 1.00 to 4.48 m in this zone. The zone remains open to the north, south and down dip, and is
strongly oxidized above ~1115 m elevation. Soil geochemistry suggests that mineralization may extend 400 m
or more to the south.
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Table 1: Selected Drill Core Composites, West Fault, 2020-2021 Haldane drilling(Source: Equity, 2021)
Drill Hole

From
(m)

To (m)

Core Interval
(m)

Est. True
Width (m)

Ag
(g/t)

Au (g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

Zone

Core Recovery
(%)

HLD20-19

252.00

260.30

8.30

4.48

444.0

0.15

1.54

1.34

WF1

65

includes

257.00

260.30

3.30

1.50

818.0

0.20

3.47

1.03

WF1

70

HLD21-24

265.86

271.10

5.24**

3.14

1350.9

0.08

2.43

2.91

WF1

58

includes

269.00

271.10

2.10

1.26

3267.1

0.11

5.80

7.02

WF1

68

HLD21-25

293.44

300.27

6.83

4.27

363.4

0.14

1.73

2.80

WF2

81

includes

295.80

297.40

1.60

1.00

1107.0

0.16

6.98

3.97

WF2

82

HLD21-26

270.41

275.50

5.09

3.05

204.6

0.11

1.20

3.14

WF1

74

**includes 0.8 m lost core interval where all assay grades assigned zero value

Drilling by Alianza at the Middlecoff Zone confirmed that the mineralization in the historical
underground workings (Aho, 1964a) is open along strike to the south and down dip beneath the Ewing Fault.
Mineralization is mostly oxidized but remnants of sulphide mineralization occur locally suggesting proximity
to the oxide/sulphide transition. High grade results seem to be related to the presence of sulphides and this is
reflected in the 2019 drilling where 966 g/t Ag and 28.3% Pb was returned from a 0.35 m wide sample with a
preserved seam of fine-grained galena. Below this interval, 455 g/t Ag over 1.02 m (0.82m eTW) was returned
from a vein of massive pyrolusite-goethite, presumably after oxidized siderite-sulphide mineralization, that
occurs within a 10.66 m (8.53 m eTW) interval averaging 125.6 g/t Ag and 1.27% Pb. The Footwall Zone in hole
HLD19-16, which comprises massive pyrolusite and goethite but no sulphide, returned 42.7 g/t Ag, 0.15% Pb
and 1.24% Zn over 2.15 m (1.72m eTW).
Table 2: Selected Drill Core Composites, Middlecoff Zone, 2019-2020 Haldane drilling (Source:
Nielsen, 2021)
Drill Hole
HLD19-16
includes
HLD19-17

From (m)

To (m)

Core Interval
(m)

Est. True
Width (m)

Ag
(g/t)

Au (g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

Zone

Core Recovery %

111.35

111.70

0.35

0.28

996.0

1.486

28.35

0.53

Upper Middlecoff

67

114.34

125.00

10.66

8.53

125.6

0.074

1.27

0.47

Middlecoff

89

121.55

122.57

1.02

0.82

455.0

0.015

0.39

0.51

Middlecoff

82

154.25

156.40

2.15

1.72

42.7

0.055

0.15

1.24

Footwall

86

125.00

129.00

4.00

3.30

58.3

0.132

1.29

0.28

Upper Middlecoff

98

155.60

160.00

4.40

3.63

56.2

0.148

0.38

0.36

Footwall

84

including

159.00

160.00

1.00

0.83

180.0

0.129

0.94

0.50

Footwall

89

HLD20-21

180.62

187.37

6.75

3.00

81.0

0.136

0.40

0.41

Upper Middlecoff

90

including

186.48

187.37

0.89

0.40

342.4

0.189

2.35

1.20

Upper Middlecoff

92

Soil sampling by Alianza has outlined the Bighorn Anomaly, a 900 m by 150 m northerly trending area
with anomalous Pb, Ag and Sn. The Bighorn Anomaly is located about 3 km west of the MHVS and is underlain
by a set of northerly trending vein-faults and silicified breccias. The lone drill hole to date effectively cut a cross
section near the middle of the strike of the anomaly, intersecting several Keno Hill style vein-faults mineralized
with galena, sphalerite and pyrite in siderite-quartz gangue. Drill hole results include 125.7 g/t Ag and 4.39%
Pb over 2.35 m (core length) in a mineralized fault zone.
Drill testing of the Ross Pb-Zn-Ag Anomaly, located 2 km south of the Middlecoff Zone, did not intersect
significant mineralization. Drilling returned disseminated galena-sphalerite in sheared phyllite and schist
below the anomaly although not in quantities that would explain the tenor of the soil anomaly. The
mineralization occurs in relatively ductile rocks of the Sourdough Member that would not be considered the
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best possible host for vein formation. The drill hole was intended to cross into quartzite of the Basal Quartzite
Member before cutting beneath the soil anomaly, as this is the more prospective host rock for vein formation.
However, the quartzite is deeper than expected and was intersected near the end of the drill hole. A further
test of the anomaly should be considered by stepping the drill collar back and cutting further below the Ross
Anomaly to intersect quartzite host rocks around 200 m depth.
1.6

Metallurgical Testing and Mineral Processing

There has been no work of this type done on the property.
1.7

Mineral Resource Estimate

There are no mineral resource estimates on the property.
1.8

Conclusions

The drilling, core processing, and geochemical assay methods used by Alianza are industry standard,
and the drill collar and assay data is considered adequate for the purposes of this report as well as any future
exploration targeting.
The Haldane property has potential to host Ag-Pb-Zn mineralization that is similar to the nearby ore
bodies in the Keno Hill silver mining district. Exploration work by Alianza, particularly drilling on the West Fault
and Middlecoff Zones, has shown that high grade silver mineralization is present within the MHVS. Both the
West Fault and Middlecoff zones are open to depth and along strike in both directions. The mineralization is
typical of the Keno Hill mining camp, hosted by complex vein-faults with strong structural and lithological
controls. Vein-faults show evidence of multiple fault movements and mineralizing events that may be
conducive to forming larger mineralized bodies.
The Haldane property has several other silver-lead-zinc prospects beyond the drilled targets. These
include vein-fault showings within the MHVS north of Bighorn Creek at the Johnson Adit area, the Main Zone,
and other vein-faults sampled at surface like those at Johnson South. The area is largely covered by heavy talus
hindering prospecting and soil sampling surveys. This talus also creates difficult drilling conditions resulting in
several drill holes not reaching target depth in the Main Zone area (Jones and Branson, 2012).
Geochemical and geological targets based on Alianza’s work (Jones, 2018) exist in the north and east
parts of the property, such as the North Star anomaly and Strebchuk Showing and these should be advanced
through detailed mapping in conjunction with rock sampling and fill-in soil geochemical surveys. There are also
a couple soil anomalies west of the Bighorn Anomaly that should be followed up with prospecting, geological
mapping, and/or infill soil sampling. Additional follow-up work could be done on Pb-Zn-Ag mineralization that
was defined through historical exploration on the on Sn-W showings on the east slopes of Mt Haldane (e.g.,
Read and Rota, 1982).
1.9

Recommendations

Additional diamond drilling is recommended for the Haldane property and should focus on expanding
the mineralization at the West Fault and the Middlecoff Zone. The recommended drilling on the West Fault
amounts to 2030 m in 7 holes and comprise 50 m step outs to the south and down the plunge of the zone.
One hole should also test the down dip extent of mineralization intersected in historical drill hole HLD11-06.
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Two drill holes are recommended for the Middlecoff Zone, totalling 530 m. These holes will test the
zone south along strike from the high grade mineralization in the lower adit workings and drill hole HLD19-16,
as well as looking down dip from the intercept in historical hole UM-02 (Cathro, 1978).

The drilling phase of the program is estimated to cost $2.0M.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
2.1

Terms of Reference

This report has been prepared by Equity Exploration Consultants Ltd. (“Equity”) for Alianza Minerals
Ltd. (“Alianza”), which has a purchase agreement to acquire 100% of the Haldane and HAO Claims from Equity
and has acquired 100% of the contiguous “Ross Claims” (NUR, Fara, Clarkston) from the estate of John Peter
Ross. The report is based on field exploration programs on the Haldane claims that were managed by Equity
in 2018 to 2021, on previous work from private company files, publicly available assessment reports, and
government publications. A complete list of references is provided in Appendix A. The author both supervised
and participated in the 2018, 2019 and 2021 field programs and has reviewed the drill core from 2020.
This report was prepared according to National Instrument 43-101 (“NI 43-101”), Companion Policy 43101CP and Form 43-101F1 (collectively the “Instruments”) to fulfill Alianza’s disclosure requirements. Equity
was retained to summarize all available and significant exploration data on it and, if warranted, prepare
recommendations for its further exploration.
2.2

Units of Measure, Abbreviations and Acronyms

The units of measure used in this report are those of the International System of Units (SI) or “metric”,
except for Imperial units that are commonly used in industry (e.g., troy ounces for the mass of precious
metals). All dollar figures quoted in this report refer to Canadian dollars (“$” or “C$”) unless otherwise noted.
Frequently used abbreviations and acronyms can be found in Table 3.
Table 3: Table of Abbreviations and Units (Source: Equity, 2021)
Abbreviations

Units of measure

AAS
atomic absorption spectroscopy
cm
centimetre
Ag
silver
C$
Canadian dollar
Au
gold
g/t
grams/tonne
Ca
calcium
ha
hectare
Cu
copper
km
kilometre
DDH
diamond drill hole
km2
square kilometres
EM
electromagnetic
kg
kilogram
eTW
estimated true width
m
metre
FA
fire assay
mm
millimetre
GPS
global positioning system
mV/V
millivolt per volt
HLEM
horizontal loop EM
nT
nanotesla
IP
induced polarization
oz/ton troy ounce per short ton
ISO
International Standards Organization ppb
part per billion
K
potassium
ppm
part per million
Ma
million years ago
Mo
molybdenum
N
north
NE
northeast
NI 43-101
National Instrument 43-101
NNE
north-northeast
NSR
net smelter return
Pb
lead
QA
quality assurance
QC
quality control
SG
specific gravity
UTM
Universal Transverse Mercator
VLF-EM
very low frequency EM
W
west
Zn
zinc
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All map coordinates used in this Report are based on Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 8
Projection in North American Datum 1983 (NAD-83) unless otherwise stated.

2.3

Qualified Person

The author is a Qualified Person (“QP”), as defined in NI 43–101, and is solely responsible for the
preparation of this Report.

2.4

Site Visits and Scope of Personal Inspection

Since acquiring the property in 2018, all of Alianza’s exploration programs have been managed by
Equity. The author has designed, supervised, participated in, and reported on 3 of the 4 exploration programs
(2018, 2019, 2021) conducted by Alianza, including geological mapping, geochemical sampling, drill core
logging, data verification, and synthesis and reporting of exploration results. As well, the author has reviewed
and incorporated the data and reviewed the drill core from the 2020 program.
The author has also been involved in a similar capacity in previous exploration programs and
compilation work on the property since 2008 (Jones, 2013; Jones and Branson, 2012; Jones, 2008).
2.5

Effective Dates

This Report summarizes exploration information and data available on its Effective Date of December
31, 2021 and makes recommendations as of that date.
2.6

Information Sources and References

The author has sourced information from reports, maps, other reference documents and technical data
which are either publicly available or provided by Alianza. Archer Cathro and Associates (1981) Limited
provided access to their files containing private reports and correspondence relating to the exploration by
Silver Titan Mines and Haldane Silver Mines in the 1960’s. References pertinent to this report are cited in the
text and summarized in Section 27 of this Report.
2.7

Previous Technical Reports

The author is not aware of any previous NI 43-101 compliant technical reports concerning the property.

3.0 RELIANCE ON OTHER EXPERTS
The author has not relied upon other experts for the technical information in this report. The author is
not relying on a report, opinion, or statement of another expert who is not a Qualified Person, or on
information provided by the issuer, concerning legal, political, environmental or tax matters relevant to the
Technical Report.
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Table 4: Claims comprising the Haldane Property (Source: Equity, 2021)
Claim Name
Haldane 1-99
Nur 1-20
Clarkston 1-12
Fara 1-12
HAO 1-8
HAO 9-18
HAO 19-24
HAO 25-34
HAO 35-42
HAO 43-50
HAO 51-52
HAO 53-54
HAO 55-61
HAO 62-69
HAO 70-77
HAO 78-81
HAO 82-86
HAO 87-89
HAO 90-96
HAO 97-108
HAO 109-110
HAO 111-112
HAO 113-116
HAO 117-120
HAO 121-124
HAO 125-126
HAO 127-130
HAO 131-134
HAO 135-136
HAO 137-140
HAO 141-144
HAO 145-146
HAO 147-150
HAO 151-154
HAO 155-156
HAO 157-160
HAO 161-164
HAO 165-166
HAO 167-194
HAO 195-196
HAO 197-204
HAO 205-206
HAO 207-214
HAO 215-220
HAO 221-228
HAO 229-289
2

Mineral Tenure No.
YC56767-865
YC10798-817
YC10969-980
YC10981-992
YE52601-608
YE52608-618
YE52619-624
YE52625-634
YE52635-642
YE52643-650
YE52651-652
YE52653-654
YE52655-661
YE52662-669
YE52670-677
YE52678-681
YE52682-686
YE52687-689
YE52690-696
YE52697-708
YE52709-710
YE52711-712
YE52713-716
YE52717-720
YE52721-724
YE52725-726
YE52727-730
YE52731-734
YE52735-736
YE52737-740
YE52741-744
YE52745-746
YE52747-750
YE52751-754
YE52755-756
YE52757-760
YE52761-764
YE52765-766
YE52767-794
YE52795-796
YE52797-804
YE52805-806
YE52807-814
YE52815-820
YE52821-828
YE52829-889
432 units

Recorded Owner
Equity Exploration2
Alianza Minerals Ltd.
Alianza Minerals Ltd.
Alianza Minerals Ltd.
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2
Equity Exploration2

Record Date
July 31, 2007
June 2, 2003
September 19, 2003
September 15, 2003
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011
June 14, 2011

Alianza has agreement to purchase 100% of claims currently in name of Equity (Section 4.0).

Expiry Date
January 31, 2033
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2033
January 31, 2032
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2033
January 31, 2032
January 31, 2030
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2033
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2030
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2027
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2027
January 31, 2031
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2027
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2027
January 31, 2029
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2027
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2027
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2027
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2027
January 31, 2028
January 31, 2026
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4.0 PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION
The Haldane property is located approximately 30 km north of Mayo, Yukon and about 2 km west of
Highway 11, which runs between Mayo and Keno City (Figure 1). The claims are centred at 63°52’N latitude
and 135°52’W longitude on the National Topographic System map sheet 105M/13. The main Keno Hill mining
camp deposits lie approximately 25 km east of the property. The Haldane property (Figure 2) consists of 432
contiguous quartz mineral claims for a total of 8,579 hectares (21,198 acres) in the Mayo Mining District of the
Yukon (Table 4).
The Haldane and HAO claims are registered to Equity Exploration Consultants Ltd. of Vancouver, BC.
The adjacent “Ross Claims” (Nur, Clarkston and Fara claims) are registered to Alianza. Alianza (the “Purchaser”)
is in compliance with an agreement to purchase 100% of the Haldane and HAO claims from Equity (the
“Vendor”). This agreement called for the following consideration:
(i)

the issuance to the Vendor of 2,000,000 Shares on the Closing Date; e.

(ii)

the payment to the Vendor of $50,000 payable in cash by June 30, 2018;

(iii)

the payment to the Vendor of $50,000 payable in cash by June 30, 2019;

(iv)
the payment to the Vendor of $100,000 either payable in cash or by the issuance of the number
of Shares of equivalent value, at the Purchaser’s election, on June 30, 2019;
(v)
within thirty (30) days of the Purchaser publicly disclosing a Measured Mineral Resource, in
accordance with NI 43-101, of not less than 5,000,000 oz of “Silver Equivalent” at a grade of not less than 500
g/t Ag, the issuance to the Vendor of 250,000 Shares, where “Silver Equivalent” means silver (Ag) plus the
amount of other metals expressed as an equivalent to silver;
(vi)
within thirty (30) days of the board of directors of the Purchaser approving the commencement
of construction of a mine or processing plant on any part of the Haldane property, the issuance to the Vendor
of 500,000 Shares;
(vii) the grant to the Vendor of the Management Right which grant will be effective from the Closing
Date until December 31, 2023; and
(viii) the Purchaser assuming 100% of the obligations with respect to the Existing Royalties, including
an underlying 2% NSR.
Alianza’s ownership of the mineral claims entitles it to the subsurface mineral rights only, with any
exploration work requiring the appropriate permits. Alianza currently has a 10 year Class 3 Yukon Mining Land
Use permit to conduct mineral exploration on the Haldane property. This permit expires on November 25,
2028, and allows for geological and geochemical surveys, 15 km of roadwork that includes 5 km of new roads,
10,500 m3 of trenching, rotary air blast drilling (up to 280 holes and 7000 m), and diamond drilling (up to 190
holes and 75,000 m).
The Property lies within the traditional territory of the Nacho N’yak Dun First Nation but is not located
on Category A or B Aboriginal Lands.
The property covers historical underground workings at the Middlecoff Zone and Lower Johnson Adit.
Caving has almost completely blocked the entrances to the workings. The middle level adit at the Middlecoff
Zone is partially open and could be entered with some effort although there is currently no road or trail access
and it is covered by overgrowth. The Canadian government’s Department of Indian and Northern Affairs
(DIAND) and Public Works and Government Services conducted two environmental surveys of the property in
the 1990’s, under their Assessment of Abandoned Yukon Mine Sites program (Karwandy and Wyse, 1997;
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DIAND 1994). Both reports concluded that the middle level adit should be signed and/or closed to access for
safety concerns. Karwandy and Wyse (1997) recommended cleaning up or signing of debris and deteriorating
buildings left behind from the exploration work in the mid-1960’s, and removing a fuel drum with 75 litres of
liquid and several lead-acid batteries also left behind from work done in the 1960’s. Water testing on Bighorn
Creek, done above and below the workings, did not detect any threat to aquatic life from the old workings or
the waste pile near the lower level adit.
No liabilities remain from the activities under a Class 3 exploration permit held by Habanero Resources
Inc. on the property from 2010-2015. The permit was signed off in 2015 by the Mayo Inspector of Mines.
There are no other significant factors and risks known that may affect access, title, or the right or ability
to perform work on the property.

5.0 ACCESSIBILITY, CLIMATE, LOCAL RESOURCES, INFRASTRUCTURE, PHYSIOGRAPHY
A four-wheel drive road leaves Highway 11 at Halfway Lakes, 24 kms north of Mayo, Yukon and passes
through the southern part of the Haldane property. A branch road built in the 1960’s reaches to the Bighorn
Creek valley from the west and was re-habilitated in 2011 to provide access to underground workings and
trenches along the MHVS. Accessing the property from the east can be accomplished on foot along largely
overgrown bulldozer trails. Ten kilometres northeast of Halfway Lakes along Highway 11 is a turn-off for the
Dublin Gulch road (Eagle Deposit Access Road) that crosses the northern portion of the property. Charter
helicopter service is generally available in Mayo throughout the summer field season.
Hydro-electric power is generated at Mayo Lake, 15 km south of the property, and a power line follows
Hwy 11 to the Keno Hill mining district, passing a few kilometres east of the property. Mayo, with a population
of approximately 500 people, is the local supply centre with a medical centre, grocery and supplies stores,
several motels and a local airport with scheduled air service from Whitehorse. Travel time to Whitehorse by
road is approximately 4 1/2 hours via Yukon highways 11 and 2.
Elevations on the Haldane property range from 790 to 1838 m above mean sea level. Outcrop
exposures are good on ridges but most slopes are extensively talus covered.
Climate is classified as sub-arctic with long cold winters and short, cool summers. Average day time
highs can range up to 25°C from June to August, with the greatest amount of precipitation falling during the
same time.

6.0 HISTORY
Prospectors entered the Keno Hill area as early as the 1890’s, and there is some evidence that they
located silver mineralization on Mt. Haldane, but the earliest documented work on the Haldane property dates
to 1918 in a GSC report by Cockfield (1919) that describes three adits and one sub-level on the Middlecoff
Zone on the south side of Bighorn Creek (Figure 3). The mineralized veins were traced over 600 m on surface
and the underground development produced 24.7 tonnes of hand-sorted ore that graded 3102 g/t Ag and 59%
Pb. About the same time, work was taking place on the Johnson Vein on the north side of Bighorn Creek,
including a short adit (Yukon Minfile #105M 0148). In 1926 and 1927 the Johnson Vein produced a total of 2.1
tonnes of hand-sorted ore at 4602 g/t Ag and 57.9% Pb (Archer, 1966). Both workings are within the MHVS.
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Subsequently, very little exploration work was reported in the area until the mid-1960’s although the
main showings were commonly covered by mineral claims. In 1956, the Geological Survey of Canada released
the results of a regional survey for heavy metals in stream water and sediment that highlighted potential for
Ag-Pb-Zn mineralization in the Mt Haldane area (Boyle et al, 1956). The claims covering the main showings
were acquired by Silver Titan Mines in 1964, a company controlled by Dr. Aaro Aho. Silver Titan rehabilitated
the old Middlecoff workings, completed one surface drill hole for 61.6 m, and discovered additional
mineralization through limited soil sampling and extensive bulldozer trench work (Aho, 1964 a, b; private
company reports and letters). The property was optioned to Haldane Silver Mines in 1966 and they carried out
701 m of overburden drilling in 43 holes, 487 m of underground drifting in the Lower Johnson adit, and 518 m
of underground drilling around the Middlecoff Zone (Cathro, 1978). Chip sampling underground on a winze
from the Middlecoff lower level in 1964 (Table 5) returned an average of 775 g/t Ag along 13.7 m of a vein
averaging 1.0 m in width (Aho,1964a; private company reports and letters).
In 1979, the Mayag Syndicate took 232 soil samples to the south and upslope of the Middlecoff adits
to trace mineralization on the vein system (Way, 1979). Weakly elevated lead values indicated the trace of a
structure to the ridge top. In 1987, the property was optioned to Barandium Resources Ltd., who completed a
prospectus report (McClintock, 1988). In 1989, Barandium initiated a brief prospecting, confirmation rock
sampling, and geological mapping program on the MHVS that was not completed, compiled, or recorded
(private company reports and letters).
Table 5: Selected historical rock and core sampling results from the Mt. Haldane Vein System
Location

Type

Width (m)

Ag (g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

Comment

References

Middlecoff Zone
upper adit

chip

0.61

3353

15.8

at face

Aho, 1964a

middle adit

chip

1.62

466

8.1

at face

Aho, 1964a

middle adit

core

1.2

2791

18.7

west of Ewing fault?

Aho, 1964a

middle adit

core

0.9

343

7.1

west of Ewing fault?

Aho, 1964a

lower adit

chip

ave. 0.82

939

20.0

0.75

6.1 m along A vein

Aho, 1964a

lower adit

chip

ave. 0.98

775

18.0

1.2

13.7 m along A vein

Aho, 1964a

select

0.10

5030

55.5

0.13

0.72 g/t Au

(Jones, 2008)

chip

1.52

473

5.5

1.5

120 m S of Johnson

Aho, 1964b

grab

n.a.

5375

39.7

Float

0.15

955

42.1

0.54

16.9 g/t Au, oxidized

(Jones, 2008)

chip

7.6

151

0.6

1.6

Main Zone

Aho, 1964b

chip

1.1

782

5.3

1.4

100 m S of Main

Aho, 1964b

chip

3.60

223

0.62

1.17

0.121 g/t Au, Mn breccia

(Jones and Branson, 2012)

Johnson Zone
Aho, 1964b

Main Zone

Regional geochemical surveys identified widespread anomalous heavy metals in stream waters and
sediments in several areas surrounding Mt Haldane, particularly on the north slopes but also in the tributaries
to Bighorn Creek drainage and on the ridge to the south (Boyle et al, 1956; Gleeson et al, 1965a, b). United
Keno Hill Mines staked the H claims in 1965 on the northeast half of Mt. Haldane based on these surveys. They
conducted geological mapping, soil sampling, and some chip sampling (Heard, 1966). The soil survey covered
an area of 1700 by 2500 m to the north and east of North Star Creek, with 1552 soil samples on a 300’ by 100’
grid. The soil samples were analysed for Ag, Pb, Zn and Cu at a field lab in Calumet (Keno Hill). The survey
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defined a strong Pb-Zn soil anomaly over 300 by 50 m in the southwest corner of the grid, roughly coincident
with a select sample of mineralized fault breccia from the Strebchuk Showing that reportedly assayed over
1600 g/t Ag and 70% Pb (Table 6). Additional spotty Pb-Zn geochemical anomalies (defined by 50 ppm Pb and
100 ppm Zn) are present in the north part of the grid, near the lower contact of the Keno Hill Quartzite
Formation. Just east of the peak of Mt Haldane, chip sampling on a 200 m long, flat-dipping quartz vein with
very local, scattered sulphide mineralization returned up to 6206 g/t Ag over 0.38 m (the “Peak Vein”, Table
6). Silver Spring Mines Ltd. Did a very minor amount of soil and silt sampling in the area in 1968 (Sadlier-Brown,
1968) and did not report significant results.
In the late 1970’s, exploration attention shifted with the discovery of Sn-W mineralization associated
with Cretaceous-aged intrusions on the east slopes of Mt. Haldane. Work by the CCH Syndicate (Woodsend,
1978; 1979) and Billiton (Paul and Rota, 1982) in the late 1970’s to early 1980’s identified two showings with
cassiterite mineralization, the Fed and Pro (Figure 3). However, geochemical surveys and rock sampling
showed that the Fed and Pro also have potential for Ag, Pb, Zn and Au mineralization. Recognition of gold
mineralization associated with Cretaceous intrusions in the South McQuesten River area, such as at the nearby
Wayne Property, led to more work in the late 1980’s by M.J Moreau Enterprises Ltd. On the east side of Mt.
Haldane (Hulstein, 1989). Highlights of this work include elevated Au-Ag values in talus fine soil samples (10172 ppb Au, 1.0-19.6 ppm Ag) and similar numbers in rocks in the upper Fortune-Aldis Creeks area. But this
sample coverage was very limited with only 21 rocks, 34 soils, and 1 silt taken in only 3 or 4 days work. In his
report, Hulstein (1989) notes that local prospector Louis Beauvette (pre-1920?) reported the “best
mineralization” in an upper branch of Aldis Creek, possibly referring to silver mineralization given the intense
activity at Keno Hill at the time, but this was not followed up in detail.
Table 6: Selected historical rock sampling results from outside the Mt. Haldane Vein System
Location

Type

Width (m)

Ag (g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

1.4

402

0.12

0.14

chip

0.38

6206

chip

0.51

5279

chip

0.81

1885

10.8

chip

0.70

162

0.58

select

n.a.

1602

70.2

grab

0.15

8.3

0.47

chip

1.10

59.2

0.05

select

0.15

267

0.42

Comment

Reference

Sundown Showing
chip

at edge of dyke

(Becker, 2000)

3.5

quartz vein, stringers

(Heard, 1966)

13.1

quartz vein

(Heard, 1966)

quartz vein

(Heard, 1966)

0.05

3180 ppm As

(Jones, 2008)

fault breccia

Heard, 1966)

0.20

from breccia, ~1m wide

(Jones, 2018)

0.001

3670 ppm As

(Jones, 2008)

0.003

>10,000 ppm As

(Jones, 2008)

Mt. Haldane, Peak Vein

North Star cirque, Strebchuk Showing

Fortune Creek Basin

In 2000, Expatriate Resources Ltd. completed a 6-day, 3-person, exploration program around the
Sundown Showing (Becker, 2000) located along the southern projection of the MHVS (Figure 3). The showing
is not well described but centres on a sericite-altered felsic dyke with disseminated arsenopyrite
mineralization. A chip sample on a quartz vein occurring at the margin of this dyke returned 402 g/t Ag, 0.115%
Pb, and 0.14% Zn over 1.4 m. A 500 m by 800 m soil grid, with sample spacing of 50 m by 100 m, around the
Sundown showing defined a north trending Pb-Zn-Sb-Ag anomaly that is open to the north (also generally
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downslope). Additional soil sampling at 150 m spacing along claim lines (about 900 m apart) picked up
numerous spot anomalies for Au, As, Pb, Zn and Ag.
Prior to a small program by J.P. Ross in 2003 (Ross, 2004), silts on the Nur claims were found to have
anomalous As (up to 1000 ppm), Sn (up to 20 ppm) and W (up to 100 ppm) with no gold analyses. In 2003, J.P.
Ross took 93 soils at 91 m spacing along claim lines with about 450 m spacing. Eleven float samples were also
collected during this program (Ross, 2003). Numerous Au-As or Au trends, some of which measuring at least
1800 m in length, were noted (Ross, 2004). In 2004, Klondike Gold Corp. entered into an option agreement
with J.P. Ross on the Fara and Clarkston claims and hired Ross to collect 194 soil samples and 47 rock samples.
Soil lines were spaced about 225 m apart with samples taken at 45 m intervals. The work defined two
anomalous Au soil samples to the north of the claims, and a Pb-Zn-Ag anomaly in the southeast corner of the
claim (Stirling, 2005).
In 2008, Equity performed field work on the Haldane claims with the aim of confirming high-grade Ag
mineralization on the main MHVS (Jones, 2008). Grades up to 5030 g/t Ag and 55.5% Pb were found in select
hand specimens from the Middlecoff adit dumps, and generally samples have a silver (in grams/tonne) to lead
(in percent) ratio of 50 to 100, within the range of the 30:1 to 5000:1 (average 205:1) ratios for productive
veins in the Keno Hill camp (Cathro, 2006). A grab sample of strongly oxidized float below the Johnson Adit
returned 16.9 g/t Au, 955 g/t Ag and 42.1% Pb and the samples from the Johnson Adit area have a silver to
lead ratio of 20 to 180. The work indicated that additional mineralized structures may be present, both within
and on the east side of the MHVS.
Habanero Resources Inc. optioned the Haldane, Clarkston, Fara and NUR claims in 2010 and conducted
three exploration programs, from 2010 to 2013, that were all managed by Equity. The 2010 program
comprised 406.9 m of diamond drilling in three holes, plus minor geological mapping and rock sampling
(Branson, 2010). Two of the three holes were drilled to completion, one in the Johnson Adit area and the other
in the Middlecoff Lower Adit area. The third hole was abandoned in overburden. Mineralization was
encountered down dip from the adits in both holes with the best result being 101 g/t Ag over 2.0 metres in
HLD10-02 at the Middlecoff Zone (Table 7).
Table 7: Significant 2010-2013 drill results from the Haldane Property (Source Jones, 2013)
Showing

Hole

From (m)

To (m)

Drill Width
(m)

Au
(ppm)

Ag
(g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

% Core
Recovery

HLD13-12

9.57

12.65

3.08

0.122

83.8

0.14

1.39

49

HLD11-09

207.75

213.97

6.22

0.482

139.4

0.294

0.452

78

Including

209.40

211.60

2.20

1.118

320.0

0.666

0.856

85

HLD11-06

52.43

55.47

3.04

0.472

190.8

4.333

2.605
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HLD13-13

47.67

48.25

0.58

0.010

136.0

0.001

0.040

57

HLD10-01

104.35

108.00

3.65

0.015

77.5

1.544

0.640

57

HLD11-08

63.45

66.14

2.69

0.274

19.9

0.073

0.448

35

Main Zone
West Fault

Johnson Adit

Middlecoff
HLD10-02

83.40

85.40

2.00

0.352

101.1

0.704

0.704

79

HLD11-11

126.05

130.15

4.10

0.028

36.7

0.943

6.107

92
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In 2011, Habanero completed a 2-phase field work program (Jones and Branson, 2012). The first phase
consisted of geological mapping, prospecting (40 rock samples), line cutting, and soil sampling (282 samples)
on the MHVS and the access road was rehabilitated. This work defined several Pb-Zn-Ag-Sb-Sn soil anomalies
coinciding with mineralized structures and also defined mineralization east and west of the main MHVS
corridor and a few kilometres to the south adjacent to the access road in Black Creek valley. In the second
phase, nine drill holes for a total of 1404.5 metres were completed with 3 holes in the Main Zone, 3 holes in
the West Fault, one hole in the Johnson Adit area, and two holes in the Middlecoff area. Drill core recovery
was generally poor in the vein faults and exacerbated by the deep weathering profile on the upper slopes of
Mt Haldane that also results in oxidized vein material to at least 200 m depth. Drilling at the Main Zone area
was largely frustrated by the difficulty in reaching bedrock through deep, blocky talus and the difficulty in
obtaining a competent core section through the fault zones that host the mineralization. A total of 419 core
samples (including blanks, standards and duplicates) and one rock sample were collected as part of this drill
program. Despite poor recovery in the mineralized zones a significant, oxidized, mineralized intersection was
encountered in hole HLD11-09 at depth on the West Fault, a previously unknown vein-fault on the west side
of the MHVS corridor.
In 2013, Habanero completed two HQ diamond drill holes for a total of 125.35 metres (Jones, 2013). A
mud program was put in place during the drilling to try to improve the poor core recovery within the MHVS
corridor with minimal success. The holes intersected narrow mineralized zones but the target was disrupted
by faulting in HLD13-12 and a diorite sill at target depth in HLD13-13. Results from this drilling are summarized
in Table 7.

7.0 GEOLOGICAL SETTING AND MINERALIZATION
7.1

Regional Geology

The Keno Hill mining district (Figure 4) is primarily hosted in the >1-kilometre-thick, early
Carboniferous, Keno Hill Quartzite Formation (MKH). The upper portion of the Keno Hill Quartzite Formation
consists of siliceous phyllite and schist and minor marble and grit units of the Sourdough Member. The lower
section consists of the Basal Quartzite Member, comprising a thick section of massive to thin bedded quartzite
and interlayered phyllite that is locally graphitic. The Keno Hill Quartzite Formation overlies the Metavolcanic
member (MKV) of the mid Devonian to early Carboniferous Earn Group that consists of quartz- and feldsparphyric chloritic phyllite with minor limestone horizons (Roots, 1997). Carbonaceous phyllite and siltstone with
rare greywacke, conglomerate, and felsic volcanic units (DMv, DMp) of the Earn Group underlie the
Metavolcanic member and represent the structurally lowest stratigraphy exposed in the area. Greenstone sills
intrude the Basal Quartzite Member and, to a lesser extent, the Earn Group. The sills are Triassic, foliationconcordant, and dioritic to gabbroic in composition (Td).
Siliceous phyllite and schist, marble, and grit units of the upper Proterozoic Hyland Group (PYqp, PYs)
structurally overlie the section described above and are generally in thrust contact with the lithologically
similar Sourdough Member. This thrust is known regionally as the Robert Service Thrust and the surface trace
meanders from the Mt. Haldane area in the west through the Keno Hill area and off to the southeast near
Mayo Lake (Roots, 1997).
Cretaceous granite, monzonite, and granodiorite stocks (KT) intrude the section, such as the Roop Lakes
stock east of Keno Hill. These intrusions range from metre-scale dykes to kilometres in size.
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Figure 4: Regional geology around the Haldane Property. The Keno Hill mining district stretches from east
of Keno Hill to west of Elsa. The Haldane property is outlined in red and lies in the west part of the district
(Source: Roots, 1997).

The overall structure of the area is dominated by two open antiforms: the broad, northwest-trending
Mayo Lake Antiform with Keno Hill lying on its west limb, and the smaller, west-trending McQuesten Antiform
which is superimposed on the west limb of the Mayo Antiform (Roots, 1997). The McQuesten Antiform extends
west from Keno Hill to Mt. Haldane and both areas are situated on its southern limb, where bedding dips 30°
south on average. The folds affect the stratigraphy above and below the Robert Service Thrust.
The Mt. Haldane area lies within the Tombstone Strain Zone, a shallow southerly-dipping shear zone
with a penetrative structural fabric related to the underlying Tombstone Thrust (Roots, 1997). The penetrative
fabric has overprinted previous structural features and bedding is commonly obscured. Deformation related
to the Tombstone Thrust has affected the rocks above the overlying Robert Service Thrust, as well. The
Tombstone Thrust sheet and the underlying, less strained rocks have been folded by open folds and cut by
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north-east trending faults. Some of these late, brittle faults host mineralized veins in the Keno Hill camp. The
veins may be related to a northeast trending, brittle shear zone (Lynch, 1989), and subparallel faults are
present under Haldane Creek and cut the Robert Service Thrust South of Mt Haldane.
The Keno Hill area was inundated by glaciers in the Reid glaciations that occurred more than 200,000
years ago (Lebarge, 1996). Subsequently, regional glaciation occurred about 10,000 years ago but this event
did not affect the upper slopes of Mt. Haldane, other than by local alpine glaciers i.e., in Bighorn Creek valley.
As a result, weathering and oxidation in bedrock on Mt. Haldane has penetrated to substantial depths. This is
particularly true of areas underlain by the Keno Hill quartzite that is susceptible to blocky fracturing and as a
result has formed thick talus aprons on steeper slopes.
7.2

Regional Metallogeny

The Haldane property is situated about 15 km west of the Keno Hill Silver Mining Camp. The camp
produced at least 214 million ounces of silver between 1913 and 1989 (Cathro, 2006). Production statistics
show 4.87 million tonnes were mined to 1989 with an average grade of 1389 g/t Ag, 5.62% Pb, and 3.14% Zn
(Yukon Minfile). The QP has been unable to verify this information and this information is not necessarily
indicative of mineralization on the Property that is the subject of the Technical Report.
In 2011, Alexco Resource Corporation (“Alexco”) began silver production at its Bellekeno Mine, which
has continued sporadically to 2021. Alexco Resource Corp. is actively developing and exploring a significant
land package in the Keno Hill mining camp that includes their Bellekeno and Bermingham mines. The reader is
referred to the Alexco website (www.alexcoresource.com/) for current activities and production.
All the ore in the Keno Hill mining camp comes from the south limb of the McQuesten Antiform, where
northeast-striking, steeply southeast-dipping, normal “transverse” faults cut the Basal Member of the Keno
Hill quartzite. Ore controls are structural, with veins filling open space related to host rock competency, vein
intersections, and proximity to cross faulting (Boyle, 1965). The veins show complex histories, including
multiple episodes of mineralization, including an early Au-As episode and later Ag-Pb-Zn episode(s) that
formed the majority of veins in the Keno Hill district (Boyle, 1965). The vein-faults generally have oblique
normal to dip-slip displacement ranging from a few metres to more than a kilometre. The vein faults and veins
developed between 89 to 68 Ma (Read et al, 2021). East to east-northeast trending “longitudinal” faults, likely
representing linking structures between the transverse faults, also host vein mineralization. The veins may be
offset by unmineralized northwest-striking cross faults, which commonly have moderate southwest dip and
generally right-hand displacement of 10’s of metres to a kilometre or more.
Keno Hill mineralization is simple open space filling, with no obvious chemical controls and minimal
wall rock alteration. Grade and tonnage records indicate Pb/Zn ratio and Ag content decrease with depth
(Roots, 1997). However, recent work by Alexco has shown that additional shoots are commonly present at
depth (Ghaffari et al, 2009). The main ore mineralogy consists of galena, sphalerite, tetrahedrite, freibergite
and pyrargyrite, with gangue of manganiferous siderite, pyrite, and quartz. Silver to lead ratios (g/t Ag divided
by % lead) in the camp range from 30 to 5000 with an average of 205 (Cathro, 2006).
Gold mineralization also occurs in the Keno Hill district. Deposits such as Eagle (Dublin Gulch) represent
proximal, Au-rich, intrusion related mineralization (Lynch, 1989). Eagle is a sheeted-vein, gold-tungsten
deposit that is directly related to the local intrusion. Victoria Gold Corp. commenced commercial production
at Eagle in 2020. The deposit has Indicated Resources of 222 Mt at 0.70 g/t Au and Inferred Resources of 78
Mt at 0.63 g/t Au, both with a 0.35 g/t Au cut-off grade (Mosher and Triebel, 2011). The QP has been unable
to verify this information and this information is not necessarily indicative of mineralization on the Property
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that is the subject of the Technical Report. Banyan Gold Corp is exploring for this style of gold mineralization
on the AurMac project east of the Haldane property (www.banyangold.com).
In the Keno Hill area, tin-tungsten veins and skarn occur in the contact zones of Cretaceous intrusions,
particularly in the intrusion carapace (Emond, 1986).
7.3
7.3.1

Property Geology
Lithology

Figure 5 depicts the geology of the Haldane property. Mapping by Alianza has focused on the northern
and western areas overlooking the South McQuesten River, the ridge between the Ross Anomaly and the
Middlecoff Zone, and upper Bighorn Creek basin (Jones, 2020; Jones, 2018). Bedrock exposure on Mt. Haldane
is generally poor with large areas inundated by talus cover and/or thick bush. Generally, the ridges and very
steep slopes have some bedrock exposure. The general descriptions below rely on previous mapping Jones
and Branson (2012) in addition to the work done by Alianza.
The northern and western lower slopes of Mt Haldane are underlain by Earn Group rocks (Table 8),
sericitic phyllite (PHYL) and chlorite+/-sericite schist (SCHS CL-MS) of the meta-volcanic member (Figure 6a)
overlying carbonaceous sediments (not mapped).
Table 8: Lithologic/Stratigraphic legend for the Haldane Property (Source: Roots, 1997)
STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT
Description
Cretaceous
GRNT
biotite granite
FELS
feldspar porphyritic, fine grained felsic dyke, locally quartz phyric
Triassic
DIOR
medium green to blackish, foliated diorite, feldspar phyric
GBBR
gabbro, weak foliation, dark, locally pyroxenite
Middle Mississippian to Early Carboniferous, Keno Hill Quartzite
Sourdough Hill Member; mainly grey colour, platy quartzite, graphitic to limy schist, schistose limestone,
PHYL, SCHS, LMST, GRIT
lesser sericite, sericite‐chlorite schist, schistose grit with clear and rare blue quartz eyes
Basal Quartzite Member, grey weathering, thin to thick bedded quartzite (QRZT), grey to black phyllitic
QRTZ, QRZTphy, QRZTca
(QRZT phy), brown to buff weathering calcareous (QRZT ca), with graphitic partings or interbeds
Devonian to Lower Mississippian, Earn Group
SCHS CL, MS PHYL
chlorite to chlorite-sericite schist, grey to green, sericitic phyllite, strongly foliated, highly deformed
Upper Proterozoic, Yuseyzu Formation, Hyland Group
SCHS, PHYL, GRIT
micaceous phyllite to schist, phyllitic quartzite, thin bedded (grit (bluish quartz eyes)

The geology of the central Haldane property is dominated by an up to 2000 m thick, possibly
structurally thickened, section of the Basal Quartzite Member of the Keno Hill Quartzite Formation that forms
a wide band across most of Mt. Haldane (as per Hunt et al, 1996). This unit is characterized by thin to thickbedded quartzite (QRTZ) with minor sericitic to biotitic phyllitic and schistose partings (Figure 6b). The rock is
grey to bluish-grey to, rarely, greenish in colour and strongly fractured resulting in blocky talus that inundates
the surface locally. Quartzite is intercalated with phyllitic (QRZTphy), or dominantly phyllite (PHYL), layers that
are grey to tan, siliceous and/or carbonaceous, and locally pyritic (Figure 6c). A phyllite-dominant section
outcrops in North Star Creek northwest of the Strebchuk Showing. There is also a calcareous quartzite
component (QRZTca), characterized by recessive weathering and weak gossan on the more calcareous layers,
generally more common higher in the section but present throughout (Figure 6d).
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Figure 6a-h: Photos of lithologies on the Haldane property showing (a) chlorite to chlorite-sericite schist
of the metavolcanic member, Earn Group, (b) thick and thin bedded quartzite with phyllitic partings of
Basal Quartzite Member, showing typical blocky fracture, (c) phyllitic quartzite with pyritic layers producing
jarosite staining, Basal Quartzite Member, (d) quartzite with thin, recessively weather, calcareous beds
and gossan surface staining, and fractures stained with goethite and manganese oxide, and (e) deformed
schist of the Sourdough Member south of the Bighorn anomaly (Source: Jones, 2020; 2018).
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Figure 6 con’t: (f) typical foliated diorite with feldspar in groundmass, intruding quartzite and cut by an
unfoliated intermediate, biotite porphyry dyke, (g) massive to thin bedded quartzite with deformation
(foliation, isoclinal folding) apparent in thinner, phyllitic beds. Foliation is largely axial planar cleavage,
dipping shallowly southeast, and (h) close up of isoclinal folding within quartzite in (g). (Source: Jones,
2020, 2018).

Strong goethite and manganese oxides occur locally on fracture surfaces, primarily in close association
with mineralized zones. Quartz veins are common, typically <10 cm in width, and locally covered by weak to
moderate manganese oxides. Veining is mostly foliation-parallel, but does cut foliation locally, especially
where it is associated with faulting.
Attempts to define a consistent stratigraphic sequence within the Keno Hill Basal Quartzite section on
the property have not been definitive. There is commonly phyllitic quartzite close to the lower and upper
contacts and calcareous quartzite occurs near the middle of the section but, overall, the subunits appear
somewhat randomly distributed (Jones, 2020).
The southwest part of the property is underlain by sericitic, chloritic, and graphitic phyllite (PHYL) and
schist (SCHS) (Figure 6e), hosting interbeds of quartzite and grit (GRIT). These rocks are interpreted as part of
the Sourdough Hill Member (Jones, 2020) in contrast to government survey mapping (Hunt et al, 1996),
wherein the south part of the property is interpreted as Yuseyzu Formation of the Hyland Group. Elsewhere
in the region, the Sourdough Member is consistently present above the Basal Quartzite Member and
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immediately below the Robert Service Thrust. There is a strong lithological similarity between the Yuseyzu
Formation and the Sourdough Member that likely contributes to the variable stratigraphic interpretations. On
the Haldane Property, the contact between the Sourdough and Basal Quartzite Members is interpreted to
occur where Hunt et al. (1996) placed the Robert Service Thrust fault. This interpretation is corroborated by a
schistose grit unit in the lower part of Sourdough Member, which has dark to smoky grey quartz eyes that is
consistent with a unit in a similar stratigraphic position elsewhere in the Keno Hill district (Read et al, 2021).
Similar grit units of the Yuseyzu Formation are characterized by mostly bluish quartz eyes (Read et al, 2021).
The Robert Service Thrust is interpreted to lie at the south boundary of the property, primarily based on the
position of the south edge of a magnetic low in the regional geophysics, that is interpreted as the Keno Hill
Quartzite Formation (Jones, 2020).
The contact between the lower Basal Quartzite and Sourdough Hill members closely follows the
Haldane access road in the Black Creek valley from the southeast to where it is offset north to near the
Middlecoff Zone by a complex set of faults (Jones, 2020), historically combined as the “Ewing Fault” (Hunt et
al., 1996; Cathro, 1964). The offset is primarily west-side down but, given the relatively shallow south dipping
stratigraphy, has the appearance of right lateral displacement of the contact. From the Middlecoff Zone, the
contact tracks northwest along the south slopes of Bighorn Creek, eventually wrapping to the west and south
around the ridge to the property boundary.
Proterozoic Hyland Group rocks of the Yuseyzu Formation (not mapped), including phyllite, schist and
grits, quite similar to the Sourdough Hill Member, lie above the Robert Service Thrust, that lies along the south
boundary of the property (Figure 5).
Diorite (DIOR) and gabbro (GBBR) sills intrude the Basal Quartzite on the Haldane property, as they do
in the Keno Hill camp. Dark to medium green, chloritic and well-foliated to schistose diorite sills are
concentrated in the lower part of the Keno Hill quartzite section on the north and west side of Mt. Haldane.
The diorite commonly has relict feldspar phenocrysts (Figure 6f). The sills are quite variable in thickness and
are locally sericite and carbonate altered. They are generally recessive and were observed primarily in talus
and sub-crop and as may be more restricted than indicated on Figure 5.
Felsic dykes (FELS), commonly with feldspar and, locally, quartz phenocrysts, cut through the section
and are normally seen in float. These dykes are fine-grained and tan to grey in colour. An 800 m by 200 m
granite pluton (GRNT) has been mapped in the upper part of the Fortune Creek drainage and is elongate in an
east-west direction (Paul and Rota, 1981). This pluton has numerous dykes that emanate from it, cutting the
sedimentary units and diorite sills on the east side of Mt. Haldane. Other similar smaller intrusions occur to
the south and southwest. The Sundown Showing is centred on an altered quartz porphyry dyke with
disseminated arsenopyrite mineralization (Woodsend, 1979; Becker, 2000). Rare occurrences of a massive
biotite-phyric intermediate dyke have also been seen (Figure 6f).
Bedding planes on the Haldane property generally strike between 060° to 120° and dip at 20° to 40° to
the south, although in the north part of the property the bedding is sub-horizontal (<15°). Foliation in the
diorite tends to parallel the dominant layering orientation (S 1) in the enclosing quartzite (Jones, 2008). Bedding
in schist and phyllite of the Sourdough Hill Member generally strikes northeast-southwest and dips moderately
to either the northwest or southeast. Cleavages may dip to the north or west. Foliation shows a wide range of
orientations that is reflective of the complex strain history associated with the Tombstone Thrust (Roots,
1997). Isoclinal folding is common, particularly in phyllitic interbeds in massive quartzite (Figure 6g,h). Fold
hinges generally indicate north to northwest directed, relatively flat-lying, thrusting. A later phase of
northeast-directed deformation produced shear planes that broke up foliation and attenuated compositional
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layers (Roots, 1997). Flat-lying structures, commonly filled by younger quartz veins like the Peak Vein (Jones,
2008), may be related to this phase of deformation.
Faulting is prominent on the Haldane property. There are large scale off-sets apparent on the regional
geology map by Hunt et al (1996). Most of these faults are northerly trending and appear to be steep. In the
west part of the property numerous north-south lineaments can be seen traversing the ridge, likely
representing faults. Several of these faults are associated with silicified breccia zones and, locally, Ag-Pb-Zn
mineralization in the Bighorn Anomaly area (Jones, 2020). Faults that occur on the east side of Mt. Haldane,
most evident where they off-set diorite sills, are probably of similar origin. As described above, the Ewing Fault
is a relatively young, north-trending, fault consisting of several sub-parallel splays and offset faults produced
mostly through west side down normal movement. Within the Middlecoff Zone underground workings, the
fault is oriented at 175°/50-60°W (Aho, 1964a). South of the Middlecoff Zone, the Ewing Fault is apparently
offset dextrally by the northeast trending Ewing Cross Fault (Jones, 2020). North of Bighorn Creek, the
extension of the Ewing Fault forms part of the MHVS.
The vein-faults in the MHVS generally strike 160-215°, are more steeply dipping (55-90°) than the Ewing
Fault, and are associated with mineralized, strongly Mn-oxide stained, carbonate-rich breccia zones (Jones and
Branson, 2012; Jones, 2008). Movement on the Main Zone fault, oriented at ~200°/60°, leaves slickensides in
two orientations; an older(?) set with -50 to -60° plunge at 276° and younger set plunging -25 to -30° at 230°.
Underground mapping of vein faults in the Middlecoff Zone (Aho, 1964a) showed slickensides plunging -60° to
-75°N on the north-northeast striking, steeply west dipping faults. A drag fold on a strongly mineralized vein
in one of these faults has a hinge line plunging 10° to the south (Aho, 1964a), consistent with the steeper sense
of motion measured on the vein faults in the zone.
Small-scale, east-west faults are seen within the MHVS, for example the fault mapped at 255°/70° in
trench HLT18-02 (Figure10d). Within the MHVS, these faults appear to cut off or off-set mineralization, such
as at the Johnson Adit and along strike at the north end the Main Zone. These off-sets of the mineralized zone
may be reflected in the disruption of anomalous soil geochemistry associated with the MHVS (Figure 12).
The Bighorn Fault is an interpretive feature that follows the Bighorn Creek valley and appears to be late
in the structural history (Aho, 1964b). The fault is interpreted primarily based on a lack of obvious correlation
between mineralized zones within the MHVS from the north side to the south side of the creek. The fault may
be similar to northwest trending, dextral, cross faults that off-set vein-faults and diorite sills in the Keno Hill
camp.
7.3.2

Alteration

Alteration associated with the mineralized zones on the Haldane property is not extensive, generally
even more restricted than the damage zones around the vein-faults. Locally, there is noticeable silicification
of the wall rocks and sericite and/or white mica occurs in the groundmass of the host rocks. The controlling
factors for the presence or absence of silica alteration is not clear. Quartz is not normally a large component
of the gangue mineralogy. Manganese and iron oxides are common in the surface expression of the
mineralized zones, resulting from weathering of Mn-Fe-rich siderite in the veins, and primarily emanating from
fractures in the host quartzite and permeating the surrounding pore spaces. Bleaching has been observed in
drill core, where the normally dark Basal Quartzite (QRZT) is lighter in colour around Mn-Fe oxide filled
fractures.
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7.4

Property Mineralization

The Haldane property hosts several zones of mineralization, the most significant being the Mt. Haldane
Vein System (“MHVS”). The MHVS consists of a roughly north-south trending, steeply west dipping, vein-fault
corridor on the west side of Mt. Haldane (Figure 5). The corridor extends at least 400 m south of Bighorn Creek,
comprising the Middlecoff Zone, and 1200 m north of Bighorn Creek, where it is defined by at least 4
subparallel vein-faults over a width of 400-800m, including the Johnson, South Johnson, West Fault, and Main
zones. Significant historical results from these showings are summarized in Table 5. Surface mineralization
within the MHVS is hosted by vein-faults, commonly manifested as breccias with a matrix primarily of
manganese and iron oxides after galena- sphalerite-local sulphosalt mineralization with manganiferous
siderite and quartz gangue. Thick boulder rubble covers most of the slopes on the north side of Bighorn Creek
making surface exploration of the recessive vein-faults difficult.
The most developed showing within the MHVS is the Middlecoff Zone, located south of Bighorn Creek,
with four historical adit levels including one sub-level from the lower adit (Archer, 1966; Cockfield, 1919) for a
total of 350 m plus raises and winzes. Mineralization at the Middlecoff Zone is similar to the rest of the MHVS
surface showings except that there are more remnant sulphides, primarily galena, along with iron and
manganese oxides in vein and breccia zones. A select sample of oxidized breccia from the Middlecoff Zone
with 15-20% remnant galena and/or tetrahedrite in unoxidized pods assayed 5030 g/t Ag (Jones, 2008). Drilling
in 2019 intersected 125.6 g/t Ag, 1.27%Pb and 0.47%Zn over 8.53m (eTW) including 966 g/t Ag, 1.486 g/t Au,
28.35%Pb and 0.31%Zn over 0.29 m (eTW) (Jones, 2020).

Figure 7: Photo of the Main Zone, looking across zone to east. Outcrops in background are in the footwall
to zone and central outcrop contains a mineralized pyrolusite-rich breccia striking roughly perpendicular
to the main trend (200°). Chip sample from outcrop in lower left corner returned 223 g/t Ag over 3.6
metres. (Source: Jones, 2013)
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The Main Zone is the most northerly historical showing on the MHVS (Figure 7). Here, a 20 m by 5-8 m
phyllitic quartzite breccia with strongly oxidized matrix outcrops on the main structural zone. A 3.6 m chip
sample taken across this outcrop returned 223 g/t Ag, 1.17% Zn, 0.62% Pb and 0.12 g/t Au (Jones and Branson,
2012). The breccia consists of manganese oxides, goethite and, possibly, iron carbonate. No sulphides were
observed. Breccia clasts of quartzite and diorite are locally weakly silicified and sericitized. Manganese oxide
commonly fills open spaces in the breccia forming colloform and botryoidal textures and contains anomalous
Ag, Pb and Zn.
The Main South showing is located 150 m south of the Main Zone. Here, a slickensided fault scarp,
oriented ~200°/60° is exposed in a bluff with breccia and vein mineralization in adjacent, sub-parallel
structures. Several grab and select samples returned up to 279 g/t Ag, 1.4% Zn, and 0.16 g/t Au in strongly
oxidized brecciated quartzite (Jones and Branson, 2012).
The West Fault lies 110-125 m west of the Main Zone and is the focus of recent exploration drilling.
The surface trace of the fault zone does not outcrop but coincides with anomalous soil geochemistry over 400
metres and has been intersected by drilling along 300 m of strike. Mineralization is strongly oxidized to a depth
of about 250 m below the surface and, in 2011, drilling of HLD11-09 returned an intersection of 320 g/t Ag, 1.1
g/t Au, 0.67% Pb and 0.86% Zn over 2.20 m in completely oxidized mineralization at 200 metres depth (Jones
and Branson, 2012). Step out drilling in 2020 and 2021 intersected sulphide mineralization below the oxidation
front, returning 3267 g/t Ag over 2.1 m in drill hole HLD21-24 (Section 10.2.1).
Two showings lie roughly along strike from the MHVS in the south part of the Haldane property. The
Ross Anomaly is a north-south trending, up to 500 m long, Pb-Zn-Ag soil anomaly occurring overtop of the
Sourdough Member (Stirling, 2005; Jones and Branson, 2012). An attempt to trench this anomaly failed to
reach bedrock but did return Pb-Zn-Ag enriched soils from the bottom of the trench. These samples returned
values several times background (50th percentile), including 1405 ppm Pb (background = 14 ppm), 4210 ppm
Zn (background = 69 ppm), and 8.6 ppm Ag (background = 0.3 ppm) (Jones, 2018). However, samples of rock
float in the trench did not contain significant mineralization.
The Sundown Showing also occurs roughly along strike from the MHVS, 750 m south of the Ross
Anomaly and is described by Becker (2000) as a sericite-altered felsic dyke with disseminated arsenopyrite
mineralization and galena-sphalerite mineralization in associated fractures. A chip sample of mineralized
phyllite occurring adjacent to the dyke returned 402 g/t Ag, 0.115% Pb, and 0.14% Zn over 1.4 m (Becker,
2000). There is a Pb-Zn-Sb-Ag soil anomaly trending north from the showing, parallel with the dominant
fracture orientations but also the downslope direction.
The Bighorn Zone lies within a 900 m by 150 m soil anomaly about 2.8 kms west of the MHVS (Jones
2019). The creek that drains the anomaly contains anomalous heavy metals (Cu, Pb, Zn composite) in water
and sediment samples (Gleeson,et al, 1965). Mineralization consists of galena-sphalerite-siderite in fractures,
veins and faults occurring in northerly trending faults. Drilling perpendicular to the anomaly (Jones, 2020)
intersected several vein faults, one of which returned 125.7 g/t Ag, 0.09% Zn and 4.39% Pb over 2.35 m (drilled
interval).
The Strebchuk Showing occurs on the north slope of the peak of Mt Haldane. A silver assay of
1611 g/t Ag along with 70% Pb from a select sample (pure galena?) was reported by United Keno Hill Mines
from the showing (Heard, 1966). The showing is ~1m wide, oriented at 340°/90°, and consists of strong
fracturing with abundant undeformed quartz veins and some brecciation (Jones, 2018). There is about 2-3%
galena as scattered blebs and pods up to a centimetre in diameter and some stringer veinlets. It is not well
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exposed but has a significant soil anomaly associated with it indicating potential for additional, parallel
structures.
The Peak Vein is a large, foliation-parallel quartz vein exposed on the north side of Mt Haldane, with
significant Ag values over narrow intervals (Heard, 1966; Jones, 2008). On the east side of the property,
exploration by several companies detected scattered Sn-W, as well as strong As-weak Au mineralization in the
Fortune Creek basin (Pro and Fed Showings), apparently associated with granitic intrusions (Section 6.0).
Several, linear Ag-Pb-Zn soil anomalies were also defined in this area, possibly reflecting similar processes to
the introduction of mineralization in the MHVS. Results from historic sampling of these occurrences are
recorded in Table 6.

8.0 DEPOSIT TYPES
8.1

Silver-Lead-Zinc Veins

The primary mineralization type sought on the Haldane property is structurally controlled, Ag-Pb-Zn
veins. They are commonly steeply dipping, tabular, narrow, sulphide-rich veins containing sphalerite, galena,
silver and sulphosalt minerals in a carbonate and quartz gangue (Lefebure and Church, 1996) and commonly
occur as sets of parallel and offset veins. They can be centimetres to several metres wide and traceable over
metres to more than a kilometre. These veins have complex histories of structural movement and multiple
pulses of mineralizing fluids (Boyle, 1965) forming compound veins with a complex paragenetic sequence.
Black manganese oxide stains, and secondary lead and zinc minerals, are common weathering products of
some veins.
Beaudoin and Sangster (1992) include these veins in a descriptive model for Ag-Pb-Zn veins in clastic
metasedimentary terranes. The characteristics of the veins are:
-characteristic metal ratios,
-composed of galena-sphalerite and a suite of silver and sulphosalt minerals with a gangue of siderite,
quartz and/or calcite,
-alteration is typically restricted,
-hosted by monotonous sequence of clastic rocks, commonly intruded by mafic sills-granitic plutons,
-metamorphosed to at least greenschist facies,
-late in the tectonic history,
-not genetically related to felsic intrusions,
-typically form at 250°-300°C, precipitate from saline fluids by fluid mixing and local boiling,
-sulphur and lead are derived from the local country rocks.
This district class model is based in part on the Ag-Pb-Zn vein mineralization in the Keno Hill district and
fits the mineralization on the Haldane property well (Archer, 1966).
8.2

Intrusion Related Gold-Tin-Tungsten

Another type of mineralization that occurs on the Haldane property is intrusion related Au-Sn-W (Paul
and Rota, 1982). Lynch (1986) hypothesized a district scale lateral zonation pattern in ore and gangue minerals
for the Keno Hill Mining District based on proximity to an intrusive source (e.g., Roop Lakes Stock), wherein
gold and tin-tungsten mineralization occur within or close to intrusions and Ag-Pb-Zn mineralization is distal.
This mineral zonation model is also described by the plutonic-related gold deposit model (Thompson et al,
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1999). Deposits such as Eagle (Dublin Gulch) and the Airstrip Zone at the AurMac Project represent the
proximal, Au-rich end member mineralization of the model in the Keno Hill area. Similarly, tin-tungsten veins
and skarn occur in the contact zones of intrusions, particularly in the intrusion carapace. Significant tin is
present in sphalerite in the Keno Hill deposits (Watson, 1986) and Lynch (1986) suggests there may be
potential for tin-tungsten mineralization at depth below Keno Hill.

9.0 EXPLORATION
Since acquiring the Haldane property in spring 2018, Alianza Minerals has conducted exploration every
year. In 2018, Alianza completed geological mapping, rock, silt, and soil sampling, and minor excavator
trenching (Jones, 2018) designed to investigate under-explored areas of the property that are underlain by the
Basal Quartzite Member. The work was focused outside of the MHVS, particularly north of Bighorn Creek and
in the North Star Creek drainage basin. Trenching was done on the Ross Anomaly and near the Johnson Adit.
The 2019 program was done in two phases, with the first phase done between June 16 to 30 (Jones,
2020) and comprising (1) geological mapping and rock sampling around and west of the Bighorn Anomaly,
between the Ross Anomaly and the Middlecoff Zone, and in upper Bighorn Creek drainage, (2) reconnaissance
and infill soil sampling along, around and west of the Bighorn Anomaly, as well as infill soil sampling along the
MHVS north of Bighorn Creek, and (3) trenching with chip and grab rock sampling within the Bighorn Anomaly,
on a splay off the West Fault, and in an extension to trench HLT19-02. The second phase of work, from August
12 to September 17, (Jones, 2020) comprised (1) diamond drilling on the Ross Anomaly, Bighorn Zone, and
Middlecoff Zone, and (2) progressive reclamation of trenches, drill sites and access roads/trails.
Additional drilling in the late fall of 2020 (Nielsen, 2021) and spring-early summer of 2021 focused
mostly on the West Fault target near the north end of the MHVS. This work followed up on previous drilling,
done in 2011 and 2013, that had intersected significant, albeit oxidized, silver mineralization. Alianza
completed an additional eight drill holes on the target focused on step out drilling from historical holes and
completed some follow up drilling on the Middlecoff Zone as well.
9.1

Geological Mapping

Geological data and observations, including lithological and structural data, were collected by
geologists in the field using MapInfo (2018) and QGIS (2019) software on GPS-equipped ruggedized laptops. A
magnetic declination of 20° east was used for all compass measurements. All maps and UTM coordinates are
referenced to the 1983 North American Datum (NAD83; Zone 8). Data pertaining to rock samples were
recorded on digital forms, The samples were bagged, and given a sample number from a series of sample tags.
A representative hand specimen was also collected for each sample for future reference. The sample sites
were marked in the field using blue and pink flagging plus an aluminum tag inscribed with the sample number,
sampler’s initials, date, and type of sample. Given the reconnaissance nature of the work, no blanks or
duplicates were included in the rock samples.
Geological mapping by Alianza focused on areas underlain by the Basal Quartzite Member. In the area
north of Mt Haldane the section is variable, with units of massive, thick bedded quartzite interleaved with
phyllitic quartzite/phyllite and with local layers of calcareous quartzite. There are also phyllite-dominant
sections, near the base of the section, and a calcareous quartzite component, characterized by recessive
weathering and weak rust-staining (Figure 6d), through the central portion of the section. Diorite sills occur
throughout the Basal Quartzite Member and locally cross the contact into the underlying Earn Group volcanic
rocks that outcrop on the north and west flanks of the mountain.
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The geology to the west, near the Bighorn Anomaly, is similar with quartzite, phyllitic quartzite and
calcareous quartzite of the Basal Quartzite Member. In this part of the property, the Metavolcanic member is
overlain by phyllitic quartzite, followed by a thick section of massive, generally thick bedded quartzite
interspersed with phyllitic quartzite. The upper part of the sequence contains thicker bedded quartzites,
including locally calcareous quartzite, with increasing phyllitic quartzite and phyllite towards the contact with
the Sourdough Hill Member. The Sourdough Member dominates the surface geology in the southwest part of
the property.
The Bighorn soil geochemical anomaly is centred on a fault zone that forms a break in slope along the
west side of a creek gully (Figure 8). Although the fault zone is generally unexposed, it is traceable in float and
talus over 500 m from near Bighorn Creek to the road before it becomes obscured in the moss and talus above
the road. A strand of this fault was exposed in outcrop along the road (Figure 14b). The fault zone is locally
gossanous and appears to consist of several faults that are manifested as a carbonate and silica healed breccia
with locally derived fragments. The gossan is composed primarily of goethite although some jarosite is present.
Manganese oxides are not common, consistent with low values for Mn in the soil results. Individual faults
appear to be approximately 5-10 metres wide.
The ridge between the Ross Anomaly and the Middlecoff Zone was mapped to better constrain the
location of the Ewing Fault, possible cross faults, and look for evidence of the southern extension of the MHVS.
Float and scattered outcrop generally show distinct changes from quartzite to schist, guiding interpretation of
fault traces. On the south-facing slope above the Ross Anomaly, outcrops of Basal Quartzite were mapped up
to 300 m northwest of the previous interpreted trace of the Ewing Fault (Jones, 2020) into an area previously
assumed to be schist and phyllite. This provides evidence for the dextral Ewing Cross Fault (Figure 9). Near the
ridge top, a ~2 m wide by ~1 m deep draw, striking 055° and with a strike length of 140 m, is interpreted as
the manifestation of the cross fault. The lower 35 m of the fault zone comprises brecciated quartzite with a
matrix of iron and manganese oxides. Breccia-filled veins in the fault zone are oriented nearly vertical. This is
in the vicinity of the plotted location of a trench noted on early maps of the property (Aho, 1964b), as well as
the remains of a cabin. The breccia zone has been dubbed the Cabin Showing (Section 9.2).
In the vicinity the Middlecoff Zone, detailed mapping in 2019, in combination with drilling, has refined
the position of the contact between the Sourdough and Basal Quartzite members west of the Ewing Fault
(Figure 10). The contact occurs very close to the workings and the Sourdough Member is intersected in a few
of the underground holes from previous exploration, particularly those drilled west from the adits. The contact
runs west from the Ewing Fault near the lower adit portal on the south slopes to Bighorn Creek before
wrapping around the ridge above the Bighorn Anomaly several kilometres northwest.
In the area of the Johnson Adit, new foliation data collected from trench ANZ18-02 implies a fault
oriented 255°/72° north. Mapping of the fault is limited by a paucity of outcrop but the location does coincide
with the termination, or off-set, of anomalous soil geochemistry in this area (Figure 12). The attitude of the
fault is not typical of those in the MHVS and so it may be a cross fault like the so-called longitudinal faults at
Keno Hill (Cathro, 2006).
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9.2

Rock Sampling

In the Bighorn area, abundant float of gossanous, brecciated and weakly silicified quartzite (Figure 11),
as well as highly anomalous soil geochemistry, suggests the anomaly is underlain by several sub-parallel,
mineralized faults. Most rock samples returned elevated Pb, Ag, Sb and some Zn (Jones, 2020). Strongly
oxidized and weakly silicified rocks returned the higher grades such as sample S193131 with 1.28% Pb, 35.7
g/t Ag, and 111 ppm Sb (Table 9). For the most part, higher grade samples were collected lower in the Basal
Quartzite Member whereas those collected closer to the Sourdough Member contact were generally
uninteresting.

Figure 11: Fault breccia of quartzite from the Bighorn Anomaly. The rock is gossanous and weakly
silicified, with apparent slickensides on the upper surface (454167E/7084304N). (Source: Jones, 2020)

Mapping along the trace of the Ewing Offset Fault, identified a mineralized fault zone about one
kilometre north-northeast of the Ross Anomaly (Jones, 2020). Sediment from an intermittent stream draining
the area was found to be anomalous in heavy metals (Gleeson et al, 1965). The heavily overgrown fault zone
may have been excavated and could be the location of an old trench mentioned in a number of historical
documents (e.g. Aho, 1964b). The nearby ruins of a log cabin lend credence to the possibility it is a trench
rather than a topographic anomaly. Samples from the fault breccia returned low lead values but up to 17.3 g/t
Ag, and 0.68% Zn. Significantly, the samples also returned up to 0.279 g/t Au and 138 ppm Sb with elevated
copper, suggesting the presence of sulphosalts commonly associated with higher grades of silver on the
Haldane property. This zone has been designated the Cabin Showing (Figure 9). The presence of mineralization
in this area provides evidence of the continuity of the MHVS south of the Middlecoff Zone.
Alianza investigated the Strebchuk Showing on the north slope of the peak of Mt Haldane (Jones, 2018)
and found a 1 m wide, strongly fractured and quartz veined, weakly brecciated zone within gossanous quartzite
and phyllitic quartzite. This brecciated zone contains 2-3% galena as scattered blebs and pods as well as some
stringer veinlets. A sample from this zone returned 0.43% Pb, 0.20% Zn and 8.3 g/t Ag. The zone appears to be
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oriented at 340°/90°, although only one, irregular side of the zone was visible and it was not traceable to the
next outcrop, located ~30 m along strike to the south. A soil line 80 m downslope from the Strebchuk Showing
defined a 30 m wide, Ag-Pb-Sn-Zn-Mn soil anomaly and another such anomaly (with anomalous gold as well)
100 metres further east.
Table 9: Selected rock samples collected during 2018-2019 mapping program (Source: Jones, 2020)
Sample ID

Zone

Hand sample description

S193131
1901511
1901512
S193140
S193144
S193145

Bighorn
Bighorn
Bighorn East
Cabin
Cabin
Cabin

1900402

Sundown

1900403
S193141
1901509
S193120

Sundown
Johnson S
HLT18-02
Strebchuk

BRXX, GE, MN
BRXX, vuggy, GE
Bx’d QRZT, GE, vuggy
BRXX, fault in old trench(?)
BRXX, GE, MN, vuggy
BRXX, composite of 30m
FELS contact, GL-PY-MN in
fracs
FELS, cse GL, MN, CB altn
BRXX, in PHYL, GE, MN
FLTZ, breccia, MN, GE
BRXX, GL blebs

Sample Type

Au (g/t)

Ag (g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

Sb (ppm)

float
float
float
Grab, 0.2m
Select float
Select float

0.022
0.230
0.082
0.279
0.056
0.098

35.7
6.0
77.2
17.3
7.4
7.3

1.28
0.36
1.45
0.01
0.01
0.01

0.50
0.05
0.09
0.19
0.11
0.68

111
6
191
13
138
95

Grab 0.16

0.025

17.3

0.02

0.59

6

Float
Grab, 0.2m
Select float
Select

0.070
0.218
0.123
<0.005

36.2
317.0
378.0
8.3

0.40
0.47
2.05
0.47

0.11
0.29
0.26
0.20

18
16
16
7

The North Star soil anomaly (Figure 12) is in an area of large, quartzite-boulder float with minimal
outcrop and only minor alteration and mineralization detected along the anomaly during mapping (Jones,
2018). However, a mineralized bedrock source would likely be recessive and mineralized rocks may be difficult
to find amongst the large boulders. Coincident with the anomaly, a concentration of boulders with strong
fracturing and oxide mineralization was located in float amongst outcrops of massive to phyllitic quartzite. A
grab sample returned 8270 ppm Mn and 525 ppm Zn but less than 1 ppm Ag.
The Sundown Showing was sampled in 2019 (Jones, 2020). Select samples of mineralized felsic dyke
and fractured phyllite in float returned 36.2 g/t Ag and 0.40% Pb. A bedrock chip across a narrow fracture
zone, striking 020°/80°, adjacent to a felsic dyke returned 17.3 g/t Ag, 0.59% Zn, and >1% Mn.
Sampling by Alianza around the historical trenches in the MHVS on the north side of Bighorn Creek
returned 378 g/t Ag in a grab sample from the South Johnson trench (Jones, 2020). These samples highlight
mineralization in an area that has not had significant follow up work.
9.3

Surface Geochemistry Surveys

The soil sampling programs of 2018 and 2019 were conducted predominantly in areas of outcropping
of the Basal Quartzite Member that had no previous or recent sampling. This work tested for possible
mineralized faults and lineaments outside of the MHVS (Figure 12) and was also designed to define the extent
of known geochemical anomalies, like the Ross Anomaly for example.
A total of 1210 soil samples were collected as part of the 2018 program with an additional 412 samples
collected in 2019, with both totals including QA/QC samples. Soil lines were oriented northwest-southeast to
test for both east-west and north-northeast to south-southwest trending structures. Sampling on
reconnaissance style lines was done at 50 m spacing and the lines were spaced 100, 200 or 400 m apart.
Detailed lines, with 25 m sample and 100 m line spacing, were done in the vicinity of the Ross Anomaly, along
the MHVS north of Bighorn Creek, to the west-northwest of the Middlecoff Zone, and downslope from the
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Strebchuk Showing. Two ridge-spur traverses, with samples at 50 m spacing, were completed between the
headwaters of Bighorn Creek and Aldis Creek. A total of 22 silt samples were also collected during geological
mapping and are here discussed in conjunction with the soil results.
Samples were taken using a narrow-nosed shovel from B-horizon soil wherever possible but, by
necessity, talus fines and colluvium make up a large proportion of the sampled material. Permafrost was a
significant impediment to sampling on the northwest facing slopes west of Bighorn Creek. Sampling in the
MHVS north of Bighorn Creek is locally challenging due to a high concentration of coarse quartzite talus,
making access to soil impossible at some sites and so leaving gaps in the sample distribution.
All soil sample sites were indicated with orange flagging and a Tyvek tag marked with the sample tag
number affixed to a tree branch or established brush where available. Field data was captured on Rite-in-theRain note pages and then transferred daily into an Excel spreadsheet, along with the UTM coordinate
measured with a handheld Garmin GPS Map 62 unit (+/-10 m accuracy). Data captured at each sampling station
included the soil horizon, colour, texture and moisture content, as well as the station ID, sample depth and
vegetation. Station IDs match the geochemical IDs. Back in camp, the samples were hung to dry before being
organized for shipping.
Soil geochemical analyses in 2018 and 2019 were done by aqua regia digestion and ICP-MS finish and
were done at ALS Labs in 2018 and Bureau Veritas (“BV”) Labs in 2019, both in Vancouver, BC. This is consistent
with analyses done in the 2011 program, also supervised by Equity (Jones and Branson, 2012).
Table 10: Percentiles for Haldane soil geochemistry (2011-2019)(Source: Jones, 2020)
Au
(ppm)

Ag
(ppm)

As
(ppm)

Bi
(ppm)

Cd
(ppm)

Cu
(ppm)

Mn
(ppm)

Mo
(ppm)

Ni
(ppm)

Pb
(ppm)

Sb
(ppm)

Sn
(ppm)

Zn
(ppm)

Population

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

1828

Max Value

0.327

63.81

7160

5.38

44.00

354

8490

18.65

124

>10000

33.89

20.0

4120

98th

0.033

3.45

442

1.77

2.67

107.2

1403

5.45

59.2

207.7

5.63

1.4

357

95th

0.019

1.76

179

0.83

1.54

77.9

862

3.44

42.6

89.2

3.17

0.8

221

85th

0.011

0.86

76

0.43

0.79

45.5

505

2.11

29.7

32.1

1.68

0.6

116

70th

0.006

0.50

41

0.27

0.49

31.4

350

1.56

23.8

19.7

1.12

0.4

88

50th

0.004

0.30

25

0.22

0.32

22.6

251

1.26

19.1

14.1

0.87

0.4

69

Min Value

<0.001

<0.01

0.05

<0.01

0.01

3.3

<5

0.09

1

0.4

<0.05

<0.2

<2

Table 11: Correlations (r2) of selected elements from Haldane soil geochemistry (2011-2019)(Source:
Jones, 2020)
Au
Ag
As
Bi
Cd
Cu
Mn
Mo
Ni
Pb
Sb
Sn
Zn

Au

Ag

0.21
0.09
0.18
0.09
0.14
0.14
0.07
0.19
0.10
0.18
0.19
0.11

0.05
0.07
0.20
0.23
0.27
0.09
0.10
0.79
0.44
0.90
0.23

As

0.31
0.11
0.16
0.07
0.23
0.19
0.00
0.18
-0.01
0.05

Bi

Cd

Cu

Mn

Mo

Ni

Pb

Sb

Sn

0.15
0.24
0.08
0.42
0.33
0.05
0.21
0.03
0.13

0.23
0.29
0.05
0.22
0.19
0.21
0.10
0.94

0.38
0.34
0.66
0.12
0.32
0.15
0.29

0.12
0.48
0.13
0.15
0.23
0.34

0.39
0.02
0.27
0.03
0.04

0.03
0.25
0.01
0.28

0.47
0.72
0.20

0.29
0.24

0.14
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Interpretation of soil geochemistry focused on delineating areas where silver and elements correlated
with silver (Pb, Zn, Sb, Sn and Mn) were considered anomalous based on statistical consideration of the dataset
for the entire property (total of 1828 samples since 2011). Note that Pb, Ag, Sn and Sb are strongly
intercorrelated in soils (Table 11) whereas Zn and Mn are less so but still recognized as important components
of the mineralizing system on the Haldane property. Results for each element are categorized as weakly
anomalous where greater than the 70th percentile, moderately anomalous where >85 th percentile, highly
anomalous for >95th percentile and very highly anomalous >98th percentile. Composite anomaly areas for these
five elements are presented in Figure 12.
The most significant soil anomaly defined by Alianza is the Bighorn Soil Anomaly, which is drained by
one of the anomalous tributaries to Bighorn Creek identified by Gleeson et al (1965). The soil anomaly was
detected in 2018 with two soil lines located 400 m apart (Jones, 2018). The 2019 soil sampling program added
5 lines to reduce line spacing to 100 m, with results helping to better define the anomaly and extend it to at
least 900 m in the north-south direction. The anomaly is best defined by Pb, followed by Ag and Sn values.
Results for Zn and Mn are spotty. Significantly, many of the soil samples within the anomaly returned higher
values for Pb, Ag and Sn than soil samples within the MHVS, including one sample with 63.8 g/t Ag, >10,000
ppm Pb, 12.7 ppm Sn, and 33.9 ppm Sb.
In the area west of the Bighorn anomaly, two weak to moderate, multi-element anomalies were
defined. The Far West anomaly is a north trending, 400 m by 100 m soil anomaly with scattered weakly to
moderately anomalous results for Pb, Ag, Zn, and Sb and, local, very highly anomalous results for Sn and Mn.
Of the nine silt samples taken west of the Bighorn Anomaly (Jones, 2020), a silt taken near the south end of
the Far West anomaly returned the highest results for Ag, Sn, Zn, second highest Pb, and elevated results for
pathfinder elements like Cu, Mn, Cd. Unfortunately, there is no geological context for this anomaly owing to a
lack of outcrops. However, the closest outcrop to the silt site 150 m west, contains manganese oxide-stained
quartz veinlets and fractures with an orientation of 016°/78° east.
The second anomaly west of the Bighorn consists of two soil sample sites with moderately to very
highly anomalous Pb, Ag, Sn, Mn, Zn, and Sb. No outcrop was found in the area and float was minimal, so the
geological context of this soil anomaly is unknown. The results for both anomalies may have been negatively
impacted by permafrost in the area which hampered sampling of B-horizon material. Silt samples in the
immediate vicinity show elevated values for some pathfinders such as Pb, Mn, Sn, and Ag.
The BH East multi-element anomaly lies east of the Bighorn is defined over a 600 m by 100 m area,
elongate in a north-south direction. It is characterized by moderately to highly anomalous Ag and Mn with
spotty enrichment in Pb, Zn Sb, and Sn. The one rock sample taken within this anomaly (sample 1901512)
returned 77 g/t Ag and 1.45% Pb (see Table 9 above).
The Ross Anomaly is an area of moderately to very highly anomalous Pb-Zn-Ag in soils located roughly
on strike with, and 1.8 km south of, the Middlecoff Zone. The soil anomaly was originally detected in 2004
(Stirling, 2005) and confirmed by a couple of detailed sample lines in 2011 (Jones and Branson, 2012). This
anomaly is currently defined over 600 m in length and is open to the north. A lack of outcrop hindered a
geological evaluation of this area and so a single, 65 m long, east-west trench (HLT18-01) was dug near the
south end of the highest 2011 soil results. Unfortunately, this trench failed to reach bedrock at depths of up
to 4 m. Nonetheless, soil samples collected at 5 m intervals from the trench returned very highly anomalous
results for Pb, Zn and Ag, including >1000 ppm Zn, for the eastern 25 metres (Jones, 2018), that also includes
a 1455 ppm Pb result.
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Soil sampling within the MHVS north of Bighorn Creek in 2019 was designed to confirm, fill-in and
extend previously defined soil anomalies (Jones and Branson, 2012). The work defined a strong Pb, Ag, Sn, Sb
and Mn anomaly to the west of the Johnson Adit, the size and shape of which could reflect downslope
dispersion and/or association with an east-west cross fault mapped in trench HLT18-02 (Jones, 2020). South
of the Johnson Adit, numerous anomalous soil results suggest the presence of vein-faults in the area although
the uneven sample distribution and localized surface disturbance in this area makes interpretation equivocal.
Re-opening several of the historic trenches in this area may help correlate anomalous results with mineralized
faults, if present.
Further north along the MHVS, several soil lines were completed at 50 m line spacing across the West
and Main faults to fill in data from 2011. These lines define a Pb-Ag-Sn-Zn-Mn-Sb anomaly along the west side
of the West Fault, stretching about 400 m from north of drill hole HLD13-13 to the Ewing West soil anomaly.
This area was drilled by Alianza (see Section 10.0) and remains a strong target for further work.
On the north side of the property, the 2018 soil sampling delineated a new target, called the North Star
Anomaly, comprising a 1000 m long, 40-75 m wide, weakly to highly anomalous Pb-Ag-Sn-Zn anomaly (Jones,
2018). The anomaly is defined by 200 m spaced lines and is continuous from the north side of the soil grid,
tracking at roughly 200°, to where it disappears under glacial and fluvial material approaching North Star Creek,
roughly on strike from the Strebchuk Showing.
East of the MHVS, the Southwest Peak Anomaly is a strong As-Sb-Ag-Hg-Pb anomaly near the east end
of a soil sample line on the southwest side of the peak of Mt Haldane. It is primarily an arsenic-antimony
anomaly and, as such, is geochemically similar to the Peak Vein (Jones, 2008), the orientation of which suggests
that it could daylight at the Southwest Peak Anomaly. Geological mapping around the Southwest Peak soil
anomaly located a field of large quartz boulders, possibly representing the down dip extension of the Peak
Vein.
The Firetower Anomaly covers a large area in the northeastern part of the property. This anomaly
consists primarily of moderately to highly anomalous As-Sb-Zn-Au, with local Sn, but lacks strong silver
enrichment.
9.4

Trenching

The 2019 program included digging of three trenches within the Bighorn soil anomaly; BH01 (89 m
long) and BH02 (50 m) dug downslope of the access road (Figure 13) and BH03 (14 m) dug along the main
access road (Figure 14), for a total of 153 m. The trenches were mapped, sampled, and reclaimed. A total of
86 trench samples (chips and grabs) were taken from these trenches (Jones, 2020). In general, zones of strong
fracturing, late veining and/or silicification, and iron-manganese oxides, were tested with continuous chip
samples. Outside these zones, random grab samples over a couple metres were taken to characterize the
geochemistry of the rocks. Select grab samples of mineralization were also taken.
The Bighorn trenching successfully uncovered three north-trending, steep faults that lie near the centre
of the Bighorn geochemical anomaly. The faults look different from the vein faults mapped in the MHVS as
they are healed by vuggy quartz veining/stockworks and, at surface, appear to lack manganese oxide minerals.
The exception to this is a ~10 m wide zone in Trench BH02 that is characterized by strong iron and moderate
manganese oxides (Figure 13, 15). Sampling of the oxidized zone in trench BH02 returned 9.6 g/t Ag and 0.25%
Pb over 10.9 metres. In trench BH01, a fractured and gossanous stretch returned 22.6 m at 0.12% Pb and 6.1
ppm Ag.
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Figure 15: Photo of Fractured, brecciated and oxidized zone in trench BH02 (right foreground) occurs
within section of 0.25% Pb over 10.6 m. (Source: Jones, 2020)

A 60 m trench was excavated at the west end of an old road (Figure 16) where it crosses the Ewing
West soil anomaly (Figure 12), thought to be related to a splay off the West Fault (Jones, 2018). Manganeseoxide fracture coatings are common in float rocks in this area. Unfortunately, the trench only reached bedrock
near the east end of the trench, where it comprised 13 m of moderately foliated diorite in contact with weakly
silicified massive quartzite. Eight soil samples and 4 rock samples were taken from the trench and then it was
reclaimed. No significant results were returned.
In 2018, a historical trench adjacent to the access road southwest of the Johnson Showing was reopened (HLT18-02, Figure 17) to look for the source of strong silver and lead soil results from 2011 (Jones and
Branson, 2012). The east end of the trench exposed a section of schistose to phyllitic quartzite with abundant
manganese and iron oxides (Jones, 2018). A fault zone at the west extent of bedrock exposure was measured
at 255°/70° north, which is at a high angle to the trend of the MHVS and supports the presence of cross faulting.
Minor float recovered from the trench contained disseminated galena. Trench soil samples were very highly
anomalous over 35 m from the eastern end (Figure 17). In 2019, trench HLT18-02 was extended 20 m east to
check for any additional structures. The trench extension uncovered more phyllite and minor quartzite but no
additional structures (Jones, 2020). A composite grab sample of oxidized float rocks from the fault returned
378 g/t Ag (Table 8).
At the Ross Anomaly, a 65 m long, east-west trench (HLT18-01) was dug near the south end of the
highest 2011 soil results but did not reach bedrock. Soil samples collected at 5 m intervals from the trench
returned very highly anomalous results for Pb, Zn and Ag, including >1000 ppm Zn and 1455 ppm Pb, for the
eastern 25 metres (Jones, 2018).
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10.0 DRILLING
Since acquiring the property, Alianza has completed 14 diamond drill holes (DDHs) totalling 3338 m in
3 campaigns completed in 2019, 2020, and 2021(Figure 19, Table 12). These drill holes were numbered starting
at 14 (prefixed with “HLD” plus the last two numbers of year, e.g., HLD19-14) to follow on the 13 drill holes
drilled by a previous operator. The drill programs were designed to extend mineralization on the West Fault
and Middlecoff Zone, and, for the first time, test the Bighorn and Ross soil anomalies. The most significant
results to date have been returned from the West Fault (Table 13) although the Middlecoff Zone and Bighorn
Anomaly have also successfully intersected mineralization (Tables 14 and 15).

Figure 18: Tracked drill and support vehicle set up on hole HLD19-15 at the Bighorn Anomaly in 2019.
Drill site is located on the side of the main access road, minimizing local surface disturbance
(454030E/7084247N). (Source: Jones, 2020)

All diamond drilling was completed by New Age Drilling Solutions Ltd. of Whitehorse, Yukon (“New
Age”). In 2019, New Age provided a self-propelled, tracked Discovery 1 rig that was then converted to a fly rig
for the two holes at the Middlecoff Zone. In 2020 and 2021, New Age provided a Zinex A-5 skid rig. Where
possible, the holes were drilled very close to or on the access roads to minimize disturbance (Plate 14). Site
prep, drill move assistance, and reclamation was done using an excavator for ground supported drilling.
Helicopter support, particularly in 2019, was provided by Fireweed Helicopters based in Mayo, Yukon.
Drill hole sites were spotted using a handheld GPS and the drill was oriented using a hand-held compass
or Brunton/tripod set up. Down-hole surveys were conducted for each hole using a Reflex EZ-Trac, or similar,
survey tool. All holes were drilled using HQ diameter running gear to maximize core recovery in broken ground
and allowing for flexibility to reduce gear size if problems were encountered. In fact, drill hole HLD20-19 was
completed after reducing to NQ diameter running gear.
Drill core was transported from the rig to the core logging facility by road, using 4x4 truck or UTV, or
by helicopter. Core boxes were labelled with hole number, box number and meterage. The core was logged
for geology (lithology, alteration, mineralization, veining, and structure), core recovery (%), rock quality
descriptor (RQD, as %), and magnetic susceptibility using a GDD MPP or Terraplus KT-10 instrument. Wet
photographs were taken of all drill core prior to splitting.
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Table 12: 2019-2021 Haldane drill collar summary (Source: Equity, 2021; Nielsen, 2021; Jones 2020)
Hole

2019-09-24

Total Depth
(m)
225.0

Azimuth
(°)
090

2019-09-05

351.0

090

-50

2019-09-07

2019-09-10

187.0

085

-60

1210

2019-09-10

2019-09-14

200.0

090

-70

1327

2020-10-28

2020-11-03

241.4

132

-70.0

Target area

UTM_E*

UTM_N*

Elev m

Start Date

Finish Date

HLD19-14

Ross

455745

7080208

HLD19-15

Bighorn

454037

7084250

927

2019-08-20

935

2019-08-25

HLD19-16

Middlecoff

456501

7081970

1210

HLD19-17

Middlecoff

456501

7081970

HLD20-18

West Fault

456849

7083244

Dip (°)
-50

HLD20-19

West Fault

456849

7083244

1327

2020-11-04

2020-11-16

279.6

148

-74.5

HLD20-20

Middlecoff

456722

7081930

1156

2020-11-21

2020-11-23

59.0

277

-14.0

HLD20-21

Middlecoff

456722

7081930

1156

2020-11-24

2020-12-03

216.0

273

-17.5

HLD21-22

West Fault

456793

7083180

1283

2021-05-15

2021-05-22

116.7

98

-70

HLD21-23

West Fault

456788

7083172

1283

2021-05-22

2021-06-01

225.7

98

-70

HLD21-24

West Fault

456788

7083172

1283

2021-06-01

2021-06-14

284

95

-78

HLD21-25

West Fault

456830

7083264

1326

2021-06-14

2021-06-29

393

142.5

-77

HLD21-26

West Fault

456830

7083264

1326

2021-06-29

2021-07-08

290

144

-71

HLD21-27
Total m

West Fault

456830

7083264

1326

2021-07-09

2021-07-15

267
3335.4

107.5

-69

*NAD 83, Zone 08

Drill core selected for sampling was cut in half using a gas or electric powered core saw, with half of
the core collected and sent to Bureau Veritas Labs or ALS Labs preparation facility in Whitehorse, Yukon. The
remaining half-core was returned to the corebox in proper order and orientation. Quality assurance/quality
control (QA/QC) protocols and results are summarized in Section 11 of this report.
All drill core, including that from the 2010-2013 drill programs, is stored at the road accessible, historic
camp site located in the Bighorn Creek valley, down slope from the Middlecoff workings. The core has been
dead stacked and the stacks have been wrapped in chicken wire to protect the boxes from animals.
10.1.1 West Fault Drilling

Alianza first drilled the West Fault in 2020 to follow up on mineralization intersected in historical hole
HLD11-09. From the first intercepts in 2011 to the end of the 2021 drill program, 10 drill holes have intersected
the West Fault and are all mineralized to some degree (Figure 20).
The Basal Quartzite section in this area of the West Fault is summarized in Figure 21. In the drill
intersections to date (Figures 22, 23, 24), the West Fault mineralization occurs on two sub-parallel faults, WF1
(lower) and WF2 (upper), that may coalesce up and down dip. The faults strike 210-215° and dip 60-70° west.
Locally, they bracket a continuous section of broken rock and gouge, locally up to 30 m in drilled length (17-18
m estimate true width). The bulk of the faulting and mineralization seems to focus in one strand or the other,
and the dominance switches from the upper WF2 Fault, in holes HLD21-25 and 27 to the north, to the lower
WF1 to the south and down dip. The two faults are divided by a steeply south plunging line in the long section
(Figure 25) that may represent a cross or relay fault. Where one strand dominates, there is normally evidence
of the other strand, commonly as a zone of strong fault gouge with narrow siderite-sphalerite vein/breccia
mineralization.

1:1500

(Source: Equity, 2021)
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Table 13: Composites of note from Alianza’s drilling of the West Fault (Source: Equity, 2021)
From m

To m

Core
Interval (m)

Est. True
Width (m)

Ag
(g/t)

Au
(g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

Ag/Pb
Ratio*

Core
Recovery
(%)

HLD20-18

225.95

232.75

6.80

3.73

95.5

0.15

0.15

0.73

637

54

HLD20-19

225.50

226.01

0.51

0.28

226.0

0.02

4.61

25.90

49

89

246.85

263.00

16.15

8.72

311.0

0.11

0.89

1.13

349

64

includes

252.00

260.30

8.30

4.48

444.0

0.15

1.54

1.34

288

65

includes

257.00

260.30

3.30

1.50

818.0

0.20

3.47

1.03

236

70

HLD21-23

211.10

211.40

0.30

0.18

145.0

0.53

0.30

19.30

483

100

HLD21-24

265.86

271.10

5.24**

3.14

1350.9

0.08

2.43

2.91

556

58

includes

269.00

271.10

2.10

1.26

3267.1

0.11

5.80

7.02

563

68

HLD21-25

293.44

300.27

6.83

4.27

363.4

0.14

1.73

2.80

210

81

includes

295.80

297.40

1.60

1.00

1107.0

0.16

6.98

3.97

159

82

HLD21-26

270.41

275.50

5.09

3.05

204.6

0.11

1.20

3.14

171

74

includes

270.41

270.96

0.55

0.33

437.0

0.04

9.99

16.85

44

86

HLD21-27

225.00

233.00

8.00

4.80

81.5

0.03

0.16

0.65

509

97

includes

225.00

225.62

0.62

0.37

342.0

0.06

0.37

0.49

924

99

Drill Hole

*Ag/Pb Ratio =Ag (g/t)/Pb (%), **includes 0.8m lost core interval where all assay grades assigned zero value

Mineralization in the West Fault has currently been traced over 115 m strike and about 150 m dip.
Although pierce points on the zone are still sparse, the mineralization appears to follow a moderate to steep
southwest plunge, roughly parallel with the line dividing the WF1 and WF2 faults. This plunge is well defined
by the grade distribution for Ag and Pb (Figure 15). The pattern for Zn is less clear, more widespread, consistent
with the observations of the distribution of sphalerite in the zone. Assay results from the West Fault include a
2.10 m (1.26 m eTW) section of the WF1 fault in HLD21-24 that assayed 3267.1 g/t silver, 5.8% Pb and 7.02%
Zn within a wider section that graded 1350.9 g/t Ag, 2.4% Pb, and 2.9% Zn over 5.24 m (eTW 3.14 m) (Table
13). Hole HLD21-25 cut mineralization in WF2 that returned 1.60 m (eTW 1.00 m) of 1107 g/t Ag, 6.98% Pb,
and 3.97 % Zn within a 6.83 m section (4.27 m eTW) that averaged 363.4 g/t Ag, 1.7% Pb and 2.8% Zn.
There is evidence of multiple episodes of mineralization and faulting, including faulting that continued
post-mineralization. Mineralization can occur near the upper or lower bounds of the fault zone, or both,
suggesting anastomosing veins within an active fault zone. Brittle unhealed fault gouge commonly occurs along
the upper and lower contacts of the fault zone. Early quartz veining and/or silicification of host quartzite occurs
locally, which has commonly been brecciated and cut by mineralized veins.
Mineralization consists of massive to brecciated siderite veins with cross-cutting, massive to streaky
galena ± tetrahedrite ± rare native silver as veins and masses, and/or sphalerite veins and masses (Plate 15),
commonly with chlorite-clay-sphalerite-pyrite ± tetrahedrite cemented fault breccia cutting the siderite veins
and rimming the clasts. There is evidence of open space filling, like colloform mineral banding
(siderite/galena?) in veins and surrounding breccia clasts (Plate 16). The mineralization is not generally
continuous throughout the fault zone and there is some variation in the sulphide content. Sphalerite is more
widespread both within the zone and along strike and dip of the structure. Galena is more restricted and occurs
primarily as massive veins but also as disseminated blebs and masses within siderite veins.
En echelon siderite-sphalerite ± galena ± pyrite veinlets are observed in the drill core for several metres
above and below this zone, suggesting the rock mass has encountered simple shear conditions. These vein
textures may have occurred between two fault planes but siderite ± sphalerite stringers are also found
extending tens of metres below the zone (e.g. HLD21-25).
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Figure 26: High grade vein-fault mineralization in West Fault zone, HLD21-24, the photo comes from the
interval 269.0-271.1m that returned 3267 g/t Ag, 5.8% Pb and 7.0% Zn, part of the lower fault or WF1.
Core width is roughly 63 mm. (Source: Equity, 2021)

Figure 27: The West Fault system shows evidence of multiple faulting and mineralizing events as well as
open space filling such as this mineral banding on altered breccia fragments (after splitting), from drill hole
HLD1-25, upper fault zone or WF2.Sample A0908142 returned 2900 g/t Ag, 26.18%Pb and 2.11% Zn
over 0.4m core interval. Core width is roughly 63mm. (Source: Equity, 2021)
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West Fault mineralization transitions from strongly oxidized to dominantly unoxidized within the drilled
section. This transition roughly occurs at the level of the intersections in HLD21-27 and 18, at approximately
1115m (Figure 22). There are irregularities in the base level of the oxidation, which is to be expected in a zone
of strong faulting. The oxidized zone is characterized by intense, pervasive manganese oxide and plus goethite,
hematite and jarosite, particularly in fault gouge but also in the host rocks.
10.1.2 Middlecoff Zone Drilling

Drill holes completed by Alianza at the Middlecoff Zone (Figures 19, 28, 29), have specifically targeted
the zone along strike and down plunge from a mineralized vein exposed in a winze from the lower adit (Aho,
1964a). The holes also tested the down dip continuity of the Middlecoff Zone below the Ewing Fault (Jones,
2020).
Drill holes HLD19-16 and 17 were collared in the hanging wall to the Ewing Fault. The holes were drilled
at high angles to the strike but acute angles to the dip of the mineralized vein-faults. Drill hole HLD19-16 was
designed to intersect the shallow plunge approximately 20-25 m south of the high-grade vein in the lower
Middlecoff winze. HLD19-17 targeted the second, steeper south plunge approximately 30-35 m below the
high-grade zone, as well as 30 m down dip from HLD19-16. To get better intersection angles on the zone, drill
holes HLD20-20 and HLD20-21 were drilled from the footwall side of the Middlecoff Zone, using an
underground drill set up to allow for shallow to flat dipping holes (Nielsen, 2021). These holes targeted the
Middlecoff Zone (Figures 10, 13), 25 m south along strike from the intersections in HL19-16 and HLD19-17.
HLD20-21 successfully intersected the Middlecoff Zone but HLD20-20 was abandoned due to excessive
deviation before reaching the target structure. All holes that intersected the Middlecoff Zone are within the
zone of oxidation.
The Ewing Fault is a thick feature characterized by brecciated and sheared, graphitic phyllite and quartzite.
The Basal Quartzite Member below the Ewing Fault comprises fractured quartzite with intense carbonatequartz veining and carbonatization where it is cut by the Middlecoff Zone. The section also includes sheared
diorite that appears to be dragged into the fault hosting the veins. The lithologic units are roughly east-west
striking and dip shallowly to the south with minor perturbations near the fault zones. There are several felsic
dykes, commonly mineralized with arsenopyrite, that cut the section in both the hanging wall and footwall to
the Ewing Fault.
The Middlecoff Zone has been explored over 235 m along strike from the prospecting shaft north of
the lower-level adit to the high-grade result from drill hole UM-02 (2791 g/t Ag over 1.2 m) and from the upper
adit to the intersection in drill hole HLD19-17, about 150 m of dip (Jones, 2020; McClintock, 1988; Aho, 1964a).
The Middlecoff Zone strikes 180-190° and dips 55-75° west and comprises one or two mineralized vein-faults
over 10-12 m estimated true thickness. The mineralized structures consist of massive pyrolusite-goethite
vein/breccia and fractured and broken quartzite with fault gouge and sparse remnant sulphide, including
galena and tetrahedrite (Figure 30). The oxidation and weathering/leaching in the zone obscures most original
textures of the vein. Surrounding these structures, the core is fractured, silica altered and oxidized and includes
minor galena that is locally preserved in fractures and veins.
Assay results from the Middlecoff Zone include a 1.02 metre (0.82m eTW) sample of one of the veins
in HLD19-16 that assayed 455.0 g/t silver, which occurs in a broader 10.66 m (8.53 m eTW) section that
averaged 125.6 g/t silver and includes both massive veins (Table 14). The two veins in HLD19-16 may represent
the “A” and “B” vein structures mapped in historical underground work (McClintock, 1988; Aho, 1964a). To
the south, in HLD20-21, the zone returned 0.89 m of 342.4 g/t Ag, 2.35% Pb, and 1.20% Zn within a 6.75 m
section (3.0 m eTW) that averaged 81 g/t Ag.
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1:2000

Figure 28: Middlecoff Cross Section, 2019-2020 drilling, (1:2000) (Source: Equity, 2021)
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1:1500

Figure 29: Middlecoff Inclined Long Section, grade contours for Ag, (1:1500) based on raw underground
rock assays (Aho, 1964a) and 1m composites for drill holes, both plotted as a point on the section.
(Source: Equity, 2021)
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Table 14: Composites of note from Alianza’s drilling of the Middlecoff Zone (Source: Equity, 2021)
DrillHole

From
(m)

To (m)

Core
Interval (m)

Est. True
Width (m)

Ag (g/t)

Au (g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

Ratio
Ag/Pb

Core Recovery
(%)

HLD19-16

110.30

112.76

2.46

1.97

211.1

0.458

5.45

3.37

38.8

77

includes

111.35

111.70

0.35

0.28

996.0

1.486

28.35

0.53

35.1

67

114.34

125.00

10.66

8.53

125.6

0.074

1.27

0.47

99.2

89

includes

114.34

117.70

3.36

2.67

155.8

0.208

3.64

0.99

42.8

96

includes

114.34

115.46

1.12

0.90

189.8

0.287

7.90

0.35

24.1

98

and

116.25

117.00

0.75

0.6

262.0

0.187

0.74

1.97

354.0

95

121.55

125.00

3.45

2.76

205.7

0.014

0.17

0.24

1210.3

91

includes

121.55

122.57

1.02

0.82

455.0

0.015

0.39

0.51

1160.7

82

154.25

156.40

2.15

1.72

42.7

0.055

0.15

1.24

289.3

86

HLD19-17

125.00

129.00

4.00

3.30

58.3

0.132

1.29

0.28

45.2

98

130.90

133.15

2.25

1.86

9.4

0.015

554

0.72

170.3

92

155.60

160.00

4.40

3.63

56.2

0.148

0.38

0.36

149.7

84

includes

155.60

156.85

1.25

1.03

48.3

0.337

0.47

0.78

101.7

73

and

159.00

160.00

1.00

0.83

180.0

0.129

0.94

0.50

191.2

89

HLD20-21

180.62

187.37

6.75

3.00

81.0

0.136

0.40

0.41

202.5

90

including

186.48

187.37

0.89

0.40

342.4

0.189

2.35

1.20

145.7

92

*Ag/Pb Ratio =Ag (g/t)/Pb (%)

Figure 30: Middlecoff Zone drill core from 115 to 124.2m in HLD19-16, includes two massive pyrolusitegoethite veins after siderite-galena and sphalerite (115.46-117.70m, 120.55-122.57) in highly fractured,
locally brecciated quartzite. Some of the better grades in the section occur in the fractures and veinlets
adjacent to the massive veins. (Source: Jones, 2020)
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In addition, at the upper contact of the Middlecoff Zone there is a section of Ag-Pb-Zn mineralization
that is characterized by elevated Au-Cu ± Sb-As values. This zone lies at the lower contact of the diorite unit
and returned 996 g/t Ag, 1.486 g/t Au and 28.35% Pb over 0.35 m in HLD19-16.
Diamond drilling by Alianza intersected two additional mineralized structures, approximately 10 m and
30 m into the footwall of the main Middlecoff Zone. The upper structure is only about 0.3 m thick but the
lower structure contains another significant vein-fault with massive manganese- and iron-oxides, identical to
the Middlecoff veins. This lower structure is enveloped in a 6-7 m wide (eTW) zone of fracturing and crackle
brecciation of the host quartzite and lies in a similar structural position as the “Footwall Vein” from historical
work (Aho, 1964a). The two mineralized structures below the Middlecoff Zone returned 180.0 g/t Ag, 0.129
g/t Au, 0.94% Pb and 0.50% Zn over 1.00 m (0.83 eTW) in HLD19-17 within a broader zone that assayed 56.2
g/t Ag, 0.148 g/t Au, 0.38% Pb, and 0.36% Zn over 4.40 m (3.63m eTW).
10.1.3 Bighorn Anomaly Drilling

Drill hole HLD19-15 was designed to cut an east-west cross section near the centre of the north-south
trending Bighorn Pb-Ag-Sn soil anomaly (Figures 19, 31). The aim of the hole was to test mapped faults at
depth and better determine their styles of alteration and mineralization, as well as grades.
HLD19-15 intersected four, significant, north trending, steeply dipping, faults, plus several subsidiary
structures, all with associated sulphide mineralization (Table 15). The best intercept was returned from a fault
between 150 to 159 m core depth and consists of gossanous, sheared and brecciated phyllitic quartzite with
up to 3% scattered galena blebs. A 2.35 m section of leached carbonate-quartz veining within this fault
returned 125 g/t Ag and 4.4% Pb. This fault appears to correlate with the silicified breccia/fault zone in Trench
BH03. The other faults are locally weak to strongly silicified and bleached, due to white mica development,
with gossanous fractures after Fe-rich carbonate and sulphide. Mineralization consists of siderite-quartzgalena-sphalerite veins and/or breccia fillings that is typical mineralogy for the vein-fault zones in the Keno Hill
district. Scattered stringers of siderite-sphalerite-galena occur in the quartzite for several metres on either side
of the mineralized faults. Locally, poor core recovery within the faults may have impacted the results i.e., the
45% recovered core from the interval from 196.95-198.00 m contains several percent galena-sphalerite
mineralization.
Table 15: Composites of note, Bighorn Anomaly, 2019 Haldane drill program (Source: Jones, 2020)
Drill Hole
HLD19-15

includes

From
(m)

To (m)

Core
Interval (m)

True
Width (m)

Au
(g/t)

Ag
(g/t)

Pb (%)

Zn (%)

Ag/Pb
Ratio*

Core
Recovery (%)

48.00

53.65

5.65

5.09

0.003

2.1

0.15

0.01

13.4

69

133.30

135.50

2.20

1.98

0.013

5.6

0.66

0.05

8.4

97

151.70

158.30

6.60

5.94

0.004

50.1

1.85

0.14

27.1

85

154.15

156.50

2.35

2.11

0.004

125.7

4.39

0.09

28.6

84

196.95

198.00

1.05

0.94

0.004

48.2

2.08

2.73

23.1

45

251.00

253.60

2.60

2.34

0.007

3.2

0.07

1.01

42.2

86

271.00

271.40

0.40

0.36

0.005

42.7

2.16

1.07

19.8

91

328.65

329.40

0.75

0.68

0.003

2.0

0.06

1.03

31.5

100

*Ag/Pb Ratio =Ag (g/t)/Pb (%)

(Source: Jones, 2020)
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(Source: Jones, 2020)
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10.1.4 Ross Anomaly Drilling

The Ross Anomaly lies on schist and phyllite of the Sourdough Member but is interpreted to be proximal
to the contact with the Basal Quartzite Member (Figure 7). Drill hole HLD19-14 (Figures 19, 32) was designed
to undercut the Ross Anomaly and test for a prospective structure hosted in the more favourable Basal
Quartzite Member at about 100 m depth. However, the hole passed beneath the anomaly within schist and
phyllite of the Sourdough Member, with mineralization comprising manganese and iron oxides in veinlets and
shears as well as trace (<0.1%) galena-sphalerite disseminated along foliation. No significant assays were
returned from the hole. The drill hole did intersect massive quartzite (Basal Quartzite Member?) at 180 m
downhole depth, suggesting the intended target down dip from the soil anomaly could be present at greater
depth.

11.0 SAMPLE PREPARATION, ANALYSES AND SECURITY
11.1 Surface Sampling (rocks, soils, silts)
All soil, silt and rock samples were packed in rice sacks and sealed with uniquely-numbered nonresealable security straps. Rice sacks were delivered via Haldane Services to the ALS Minerals Labs Ltd. (2018)
and Bureau Veritas Labs Ltd. (2019) preparation facilities in Whitehorse, both ISO 9001 registered laboratories.
The labs reported that all bags were received in good condition, with all security straps intact, and with no
evidence of tampering.
Soil geochemical analyses in 2018 and 2019 were done by aqua regia digestion and ICP-MS finish,
consistent with analyses done in the 2011 program. Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) was
monitored by inserting blanks of known composition (silica powder) and field duplicates into the sample
stream, at rates of approximately 1 of each in every 40 samples.
11.1.1 Standards

Given the reconnaissance nature of the soil sampling program, and large number of samples, no CRM’s
were inserted into the soil sample stream.
11.1.2 Blanks

A total of 39 blanks consisting of silica sand were submitted for analysis with the soil samples, a rate of
approximately 1 in 40 samples. In general, the blanks returned values at or below detection for all elements
of interest. There are a few samples where the returned values were more than one standard deviation from
the average for all blanks. However, these higher values were still insignificant and well below background
values for the element for all samples in the survey.
11.1.3 Field Duplicate Analyses

A total of 36 field duplicate-pairs were inserted into the sample sequence (approximately every 40 th
sample) and submitted for analysis. These duplicate samples generally show very strong correlation with an
average difference of less than 5% between parent and duplicate samples for all elements of interest, where
the average abundance is significantly greater than the lower detection limit of the analytical technique for
the element in question. As well, the weighted difference (the difference between the sum of all parents and
the sum of all daughters for the element in question) between the parent and daughter samples was less than
5% for all elements of interest, except gold, which was still acceptable at 22%. The correlation coefficient (r 2)
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between the parent and daughter samples was greater than 0.90 for all elements that had a significant number
of results greater than the lower detection limit.
The one site that showed lower correlation between parent and daughter samples returned highly to
very highly anomalous results for most elements of interest, exhibiting variability that might be expected in a
highly mineralized environment and given the generally coarse grained nature of the sample medium. No
action was deemed necessary.
11.2 Core
Drill core selected for sampling was cut in half using gas or electric powered diamond blade core saws,
or by hand splitter. Half the core was collected for analysis. The remaining half-core was returned to the
corebox in proper order and orientation. All drill core samples were bagged and sealed within the core
preparation area and subsequently packed in rice sacks and sealed with uniquely numbered, non-resealable
security straps under the supervision of the project geologist. Rice sacks were delivered via local expeditor
Haldane Services to Bureau Veritas Labs Ltd. (2019) or ALS Minerals Labs Ltd. (2020,2021) preparation facility
in Whitehorse, both ISO 9001 registered laboratories. The labs reported that all bags were received in good
condition, with all security straps intact, and with no evidence of tampering. Following preparation, the pulps
were sent by the labs to their respective facilities in Vancouver, BC, for analysis. Analytical methods used are
summarized in Table 16.
Table 16: Description of analysis methods for the 2020-2021 Haldane program (Source: Equity, 2021)
Element

Method

ALS

Lower Detection Limit

Multi

4A_ICPES

ME-ICP61

Variable

Ag

4AOG_UN

Ag-OG62

1 ppm

Ag

FA_GRAV

Ag-GRA21

5 ppm

Pb

4AOG_UN

Pb-OG62

0.001%

Pb

Titration

Pb-VOL70

0.01%

Zn

4AOG_UN

Zn-OG62

0.001%

Au

FA_AAS

Au-AA23

0.005 ppm

Standards were inserted at a sample insertion rate >10% in 2021. However, over the three drill
programs a total of 64 samples were submitted to the lab for QA/QC purposes giving a sample insertion rate
of 7% that falls below the 10-20% “best practise” range defined by Abzalov (2008) and Sketchley (1998).
11.2.1 Standards

In all three drill programs conduced by Alianza, certified reference materials (CRM) were inserted into
the sample stream at a rate of one in 40 samples in 2019 and 2020 and 1 in 20 samples in 2021. All three
programs used just one type of CRM, comprising CDN-ME-1603 in 2019 and then CDN-ME-1810 in 2020 and
2021.
The mean and standard deviation of the CRM established during round robin standard certification are
used for calculating warning and control limits. The difference between assayed and certified values is
quantified as a Z-score, which indicates the number of certified standard deviations that each CRM assay falls
above (+ve values) or below (-ve values) the certified mean. Warning limits are set at the mean ±2 standard
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deviations (σ) and control limits are set at ±3σ. Any single CRM beyond the upper and lower control limits is
deemed a failure and consecutive standards on the same certificate exceeding the warning limits are also
deemed failures.
Table 17:CRM Data for Alianza’s Haldane 2019-2021 Drill programs (Source: Equity, 2021)
Standard Name

Element

Expected (ppm)

St.Dev. (ppm)

CDN-ME-1603

Ag

86

1.5

CDN-ME-1603

Au

0.995

0.033

CDN-ME-1603

Pb

13400

250

CDN-ME-1603

Zn

4500

150

CDN-ME-1810

Ag (4acid/ICP)

154

9

CDN-ME-1810

Ag (30g/grav)

151

12

CDN-ME-1810

Au

4.41

0.33

CDN-ME-1810

Pb

14600

700

CDN-ME-1810

Zn

9600

400

Shewhart charts for the 2019 through 2021 drill core sample streams (Figures 33-35) show that, in all
instances, the CRM results were within the control limits for Ag and Pb. A single failure for Zn occurred in 2021
and occurred a couple samples away from two samples from a mineralized zone with very high-grade Zn.
However, the high-grade samples reported as over-limit by the original 4acid/aqua regia digestion/ICP
analytical method and were subsequently re-assayed by a different analytical method, negating the possible
batch effect indicated by the failed result. Consequently, no follow up actions were deemed necessary.

Figure 33: Z-Score analysis for the CRM submitted as part of the 2019 drill core sample stream show
results within warning limits for all elements of interest, particularly Ag, Pb and Zn. The CRM samples
were analysed by aqua regia/ICPES. (Source: Jones, 2020)
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Figure 34: Z-Score analysis for CRM submitted as part of the 2020 drill core sample stream show results
within warning limits for all elements of interest, particularly Ag, Pb and Zn. The CRM samples were
analysed by 4Acid/ICPES. (Source: Nielsen, 2021)

Figure 35: Z-Score analysis for CRM submitted as part of the 2021 drill core sample stream. The results
show the standards reported results within warning limits for Ag and Pb. A single failure for Zn (sample
A0908060) was investigated and no follow up actions were deemed necessary. The. CRM samples were
analysed by 4A_ICPES and 4AOG_UN. (Source: Equity, 2021)
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11.2.2 Blanks

Blanks are inserted into the sample stream in the field to determine whether contamination has
occurred after sample collection. Two field blanks barren of mineralization were used at Haldane, consisting
of granitic intrusion (2019, 2020, 2021) and marble (2021), and were inserted at a rate of approximately 1 in
40 in 2019 and 2020, followed by 1 in 20 for the 2021 program. Additional blanks and/or quartz washes were
added after core intervals with strong mineralization. The granitic blank material was sourced from a quarry
in southwestern British Columbia and its composition is familiar to Equity through multiple rounds of analyses.
The marble blank material was sourced from a local building supply in Whitehorse. Visual inspection of the
results shows some variability in the background for Zn in the marble blank used in 2021, at about 10 times
the detection limit.
Control limits are usually set at 10x the detection limit, although higher limits can be used pending the
actual concentration of said element in the blank and the abundance that constitutes ore grade. For example,
Zn levels in the granitic blank material returns an average of 38 ppm, which is 19x the detection limit. The
blank is monitored for anomalous Zn results 2-3x this level. Values that plot on the y-axis (Figures 36-38)
indicate the multiple of the respective lower detection limit for each element of interest, where a value of -1
indicates the analysis was below the lower detection limit. Values of the x-axis represent the sample sequence
and do not reflect any values associated with the blank samples.
Review of the analytical results from the blank samples indicates that all blank samples in the 2019
core sample stream returned uniformly low values for Au, Ag, Pb, and Zn.

Figure 36. Analytical results for blank samples inserted in the 2019 sample stream for drill core from the
Haldane project show no sign of contamination for the elements of interest. The 10x greater than detection
values for Zn are typical of the material used for the blank (Source: Jones, 2020)
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Figure 37. Analytical results for blank samples inserted in the 2020 sample stream for drill core from the
Haldane project. The results show contamination for 2 of the elements of interest. The 10x greater than
detection values for Zn are typical of the material used for the blank. Chart showing values for blank
samples relative to detection limit. (Source: Nielsen, 2021)

Figure 38. Analytical results for blank samples inserted in the 2021 sample stream for drill core from the
Haldane project. The results show contamination for 2 of the elements of interest (see discussion). 10x
greater than detection values for Zn are typical of the material used for the blank. Chart showing values
for blank samples relative to detection limit. (Source: Equity, 2021)
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In 2020, a single blank (3391365) shows contamination from the preceding high-grade interval. The
level of carryover is below 1% for Pb and Zn, and 1.2% for Ag. This carryover is acceptable, and no action was
taken.
In 2021, four blanks (A0908116, A0908143, A0908222, and A0908223) inserted after very high-grade
samples showed minor contamination for Pb and Zn, and Ag in one of the samples. The level of carryover was
below 1% for all these cases. This carryover was considered acceptable and no action was taken.
11.2.3 Field and Laboratory Duplicate Analyses

In 2019, field duplicate-pairs (or quarter-core) were inserted into the sample sequence approximately
every 40th sample (Jones, 2020). Duplicates inserted into the 2020 sample stream included field (or quarter
core) and preparation (or coarse crush) duplicates, at rates of 1 in 60 and 1 in 90 respectively (Nielsen, 2021).
In 2021, field duplicates were inserted during the core logging process at a rate of one every 50 samples (5
samples) and preparation duplicates at a rate of approximately 1 in 100.
Due to the small number of each type of duplicates, other than lab duplicates, collected so far (20 field
duplicates, 8 coarse duplicates total since 2019), and the fact that different labs have been used within even
this small dataset, no detailed analysis has been done for the different duplicates.
Although the number of various duplicate core sample styles submitted do not represent a statistically
significant population, visual inspection of duplicate samples shows strong correlation between two samples
taken from the same interval, with Ag, Pb, Zn all showing R 2 ≈ 1.
11.3 Analytical adequacy
Review of Alianza’s QAQC data shows that there is no evidence of tampering with the samples between
collection and the laboratory. CRM results indicate that analyses are accurate whereas blank samples record
negligible cross-contamination during the sample preparation phase. Based on analysis of these samples, the
final geochemical results discussed within the report are considered valid and robust.

12.0 DATA VERIFICATION
The author has actively managed Alianza’s field programs in 2018, 2019, and 2021, including
participating in the design and implementation of the QA/QC protocol and validating the geochemical results,
mapping the property geology, locating all drill holes and supervising drill hole surveys, logging core and/or
overseeing the core logging, designing and managing the drill core and surface (soil, silt, rock) sampling
procedures, and assisting management of the digital database. The author also assisted in the planning of the
2020 program, has reviewed the data and procedures implemented for that program and verified that the
procedures were adequate and data valid.
The author was also project manager for the exploration on the property by previous operators from
2008 to 2013, including participating in the geological mapping, surface geochemical work, reporting, and
designing and implementing the sample procedures and QA/QC protocol and ensuring that the data integrity
was adequate.
Equity has managed the digital database for the Haldane property since 2008.
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13.0 MINERAL PROCESSING AND METALLURGICAL TESTING
No mineral processing or metallurgical studies have been undertaken on the property.

14.0 MINERAL RESOURCE ESTIMATES
No resource estimations have been undertaken on the property.
Note: Sections 15-22 of the form NI43-101F are not relevant for this report and have been omitted.

23.0 ADJACENT PROPERTIES
The Haldane property is situated about 15 km west of the Keno Hill Ag-Pb-Zn mining camp and is
underlain by the same geology (Figure 4). The information for the Keno Hill silver camp has been summarized
from the 2021 NI 43-101 report for Alexco Resource Corporation (Taraghi etal, 2021). The information in this
report has not been validated by the QP and is not necessarily indicative of the mineralization at the Haldane
Property.
The AurMac project of Banyan Gold Corp. is contiguous with the east boundary of the Haldane
property. The information for the AurMac Project has been summarized from 2020 NI43-101 report by Jutras
(2020). The information in this report has not been validated by the QP and is not necessarily indicative of the
mineralization at the Haldane Property.
23.1 Keno Hill Mining Camp
Most of the claims and the Ag-Pb-Zn deposits of the Keno Hill mining camp are controlled by Alexco and
they are currently exploring and developing several of these deposits. Silver-lead-zinc mineralization is found in
vein-faults that are hosted dominantly in the thick bedded quartzites of the Basal Quartzite Member. A geological
description of the typical ore bodies at Keno Hill has been provided in Section 7.2.1. Alexco has recently updated
the Mineral Resources for the Keno Hill Silver District (Tarighi et al, 2021). The estimated Mineral Resource for
the district includes the Bellekeno, Lucky Queen, Flame & Moth, Onek, and Bermingham deposits. The total
estimated Mineral Resource inclusive of estimated Probable Mineral Reserves is shown in Table 18 and is
based on an NSR cut-off value using estimated metallurgical recoveries, assumed metal prices and smelter
terms, which include payable factors, treatment charges, penalties, and refining charges. The QP has not
verified this information.
Table 18: Keno Hill Mineral Resources at January 01, 2021 (Source: Tarighi et al, 2021)
Category
Indicated
Inferred

Tonnes (t)
3,826,800
1,719,600

Ag (g/t)
596
442

Au (g/t)
0.34
0.2

Pb (%)
2.1
1.4

Zn (%)
5.4
3.9

Contained Ag (oz)
73,352,000
24,413,000

Notes:
1. All Mineral Resources are classified following the CIM Definition Standards for Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves (May 2014) of NI 43- 101.
2. Indicated Mineral Resources are inclusive of Probable Mineral Reserves estimates.
3. Mineral Resources are not Mineral Reserves and do not have demonstrated economic viability. All numbers have been rounded to reflect the
relative accuracy of the estimates.
4. The Mineral Resource estimates comprising Lucky Queen and Flame & Moth, Onek and Bermingham are supported by disclosure in the news
release dated March 28, 2019 entitled “Alexco Announces Positive Pre-Feasibility Study for Expanded Silver Production at Keno Hill Silver
District” and the Technical Report filed on SEDAR dated February 13, 2020 with an effective date of March 28, 2019.
5. The Mineral Resource estimate for the Bermingham deposit is based on Mineral Resource estimates having an effective date of March 28, 2019.
6. The Mineral Resource estimate for the Lucky Queen, Flame & Moth and Onek deposits have an effective date of January 3, 2017.
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7.

The Mineral Resource estimate for the Bellekeno deposit is based on an internal Mineral Resource estimate completed by Alexco Resource Corp.
and externally audited by SRK Consulting Inc., having an effective date of January 01, 2021. This Mineral Resource estimate has been depleted to
reflect all mine production from Bellekeno to the end of December 2020.

23.2 AurMac Project
The AurMac Project is a gold prospect located east of the Haldane property. Gold mineralization has
been discovered in several areas across the AurMac Project. The Airstrip, Powerline and Aurex Hill Zones have
received the most exploration and contain 3 styles of gold mineralization; associated with pyrrhotitic
retrograde skarn-like assemblages, associated with quartz-arsenopyrite veins, and associated with sideritegalena-sphalerite veins/breccias (only at Airstrip Zone). The Airstrip and Powerline deposits are classified
within the plutonic-related gold model as examples of distal retrograde skarn/replacement gold deposits with
a structural mineralizing component according to the technical report by Jutras (2020). The report includes a
mineral resource estimate for the Airstrip and Powerline Zones only, shown in Table 19 below. The QP has not
verified this information.
Table 19: Pit-Constrained Inferred Mineral Resources at a 0.2 g/t Au Cut-Off, AurMac Project (Source: Jutras,
2020)
Deposit
Airstrip
Powerline
Total Combined

Classification
Inferred
Inferred
Inferred

Tonnes t
45,997,911
6,578,609
52,576,520

Au g/t
0.524
0.610
0.535

Au Content oz.
774,926
129,019
903,945

Notes:
1. The effective date for the Mineral Resource is May 25, 2020.
2. Mineral Resources which are not Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. The estimate of Mineral Resources may be materially
affected by environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, sociopolitical, marketing, changes in global gold markets or other relevant issues.
3. The CIM definitions were followed for classification of Mineral Resources. The quantity and grade of reported inferred Mineral Resources in this estimation
are uncertain in nature and there has been insufficient exploration to define these inferred Mineral Resources as an indicated Mineral Resource and it is
uncertain if further exploration will result in upgrading them to an indicated or measured Mineral Resource category.
4. Mineral Resources are reported at a cut-off grade of 0.2 g/t Au, using a US$/CAN$ exchange rate of 0.75 and constrained within an open pit shell optimized
with the Lerchs-Grossman algorithm to constrain the Mineral Resources with the following estimated parameters: gold price of US$1,500/ounce, US$1.50/t
mining cost, US$2.00/t processing cost, US$2.50/t G+A, 80% heap leach recoveries, and 45° pit slope[2]

24.0 OTHER RELEVANT DATA AND INFORMATION
No other information or explanation is necessary to make this Technical Report understandable and
not misleading.

25.0 INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS
The Keno Hill Mining District of the central Yukon is one of the premier silver-producing districts in
North America. The Haldane property is located in the west part of the district and shares several geological
characteristics with the Keno Hill mining camp that includes:
•

mineralization hosted primarily by a thick section of Basal Quartzite Member of the Keno Hill
Quartzite Formation

•

structurally controlled, vein and breccia mineralization in northerly trending, complex fault
systems that show multiple mineralizing events

•

sulphide mineralization consisting of galena, sphalerite, tetrahedrite and, possibly, pyrargyrite

•

abundant manganiferous carbonate and quartz gangue
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•

silver (g/t) to lead (%) ratios ranging from 10:1 to 1200:1, similar to the 30:1 to 5000:1
(average 205:1), ratios in the Keno Hill camp (Cathro, 2006).

A long, albeit sporadic, history of exploration on the Haldane property has identified silver
mineralization in several areas but mainly within a wide zone of northerly trending vein-faults called the Mt
Haldane Vein System (MHVS). This structural corridor has showings over more than 4000 m of strike length
from the West Fault in the north to the Sundown Showing in the south. Most historical work focused on only
about 1400 m of this strike length, from the Main Zone to the Middlecoff Zone. Exploration by Alianza in 2018
and 2019 included property-wide geological mapping and surface geochemical sampling that outlined the
Bighorn Anomaly 2.8 km west of the MHVS. Alianza’s efforts have more recently been focused on the West
Fault target within the MHVS, a relatively recent discovery by drilling in 2011.
The West Fault mineralized zone occurs near the northern limit of the MHVS as it is known. It consists
of two vein-faults that are possibly anastomosing strands of the same fault. Mineralization has been traced
along 115 m of strike and about 150 m of dip, with the highest tenor mineralization following a moderate to
steep plunge to the southwest. The faults strike 210-215° and dip 60-70° to the west. The zone commonly
consists of 10-30 m drilled width of broken rock with evidence of multiple fault and vein events. Early siderite
veining with disseminated to streaky sphalerite-galena mineralization is cut by later massive galena and/or
sphalerite veins. Both vein types are brecciated locally and cut by re-activation of the vein-faults. Drill hole
HLD21-24 intersected 3267 g/t Ag, 0.11 g/t Au, 5.80% Pb, and 7.02% Zn over a true width of 1.26 m.
Mineralization remains open to the north and south and down dip.
The upper part of the West Fault zone is strongly oxidized down to about the 1115 m elevation. The
oxidation surface is uneven as might be expected in an area of faulting and variably broken rock. The oxidized
vein material in the West Fault has returned intervals of 320.0 g/t Ag, 1.118 g/t Au, 0.67% Pb, and 0.86% Zn
over 1.35m true width. It is unknown whether this is reflective of the metal tenor in the original sulphide
mineralization.
The Middlecoff Zone comprises one or two mineralized vein-faults (strands?) over 10-12 m estimated
true thickness, plus subsidiary zones in the footwall, and strikes 180-190° and dips 55-75° west. From the
prospecting shaft north of the lower level to the high-grade result from drill hole UM-02 (2791 g/t Ag over
1.2 m) (Cathro, 1974), mineralization is defined over about 235 m of strike and 150 m of dip albeit with highly
variable mineralization (Jones, 2020; McClintock, 1988; Aho, 1964a). Alianza has tested the Middlecoff Zone
with three closely-spaced drill holes (Nielsen, 2021; Jones 2020) south of high grade mineralization in the
underground workings (Jones and Branson, 2012; Aho, 1964a). All three drill holes intersected wide intervals
of faulting and highly oxidized, mineralized structures. Sulphide minerals, including galena and sulphosalts, are
locally preserved in narrower veins hosted by wall rock. Hole HLD19-16 targeted a shallow plunge and proved
most effective, returning 125.6 g/t silver over 10.66 m from 114.34 to 125.00 m depth over a wide mineralized
zone hosting multiple veins. HLD19-17 and HLD20-21 tested a steeper plunge for the Middlecoff Zone and
intersected less significant mineralization, both in terms of grade and overall width.
At the upper contact of the Middlecoff Zone, there is a narrow high grade Ag-Pb mineralized zone that
returned 966 g/t Ag and 28.35% Pb over 0.35 m in HLD19-16, along with strongly elevated Au-Cu ± Sb-As.
Ag:Pb ratios range from 24 to 35 for this section whereas the wider part of the Middlecoff Zone has Ag:Pb up
to 1160, possibly due to generally lower Pb contents. But Au and Cu values are also lower, suggesting a
different mineral assemblage, and possibly different timing, from the upper part of the zone.
At this point, the specific controls on mineralization at the Middlecoff Zone remain unresolved. The
current data supports a relatively flat plunge to mineralization based on the strong results from HLD19-16
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relative to the historical high grade vein in the underground workings. However, the structural complexity of
the vein faults inhibits extrapolation of the zones confidently beyond more than a few tens of metres. Further
exploration should proceed systematically with step-out distances of 50 m or less until strong evidence for
mineralization controls emerges.
Alianza’s exploration at the Middlecoff Zone to date has been exclusively in the footwall of the Ewing
Fault. The Middlecoff Zone is cut off by the Ewing Fault to the south and up dip and so, presumably, the
extension of the zone exists in the hanging wall. If it is possible to work out the sense and magnitude of the
offset of the Middlecoff Zone on the Ewing Fault this may create additional targets that could be tested with
diamond drilling.
The Bighorn Anomaly has advanced to a strong target since it was detected in 2018. Infill soil sampling
done by Alianza confirmed the presence of anomalous Ag, Pb, Zn and Sn values, over 900 metres north-south
and ~150 m east-west, with 63.8 g/t Ag in one sample. Mapping and trenching identified silicified and pyritic
breccia on surface associated with faults and Ag-Pb-Zn mineralization within the anomaly, later confirmed by
diamond drilling (Jones, 2020). The mineralogy and geological setting of the Bighorn vein-faults are generally
characteristic of the Keno Hill Mining camp. The silica alteration of the breccias is less common but is also
found at the Husky Southwest deposit in the Keno Hill camp (Cathro, 2006). The wide zones of pyrite-galenasphalerite stringer mineralization around the Bighorn vein-faults are reminiscent of the ore-bearing structures
elsewhere in the camp, where “a fracture zone consisting of thin mineralized stringers can extend up to 7 or 8
m away from the main vein” (Cathro, 2006). The shallow depths of sulphide occurrence in the veins at Bighorn
suggests more recent glaciation than most of the MHVS, resulting in less of the manganese oxide build up seen
elsewhere.
The Ross Anomaly lies on strike from the MHVS, about 1800 m south of the Middlecoff Zone. The
anomaly was tested with one diamond drill hole that failed to intersect a significant structure below the 2018
trench. The observed disseminated galena and sphalerite mineralization seems inadequate to explain the
strength of the Pb-Zn-Ag soil results on surface. In addition, the hole was mostly drilled in schist and phyllite
of the Sourdough Member that comprises a generally unfavourable host for mineralized veins. It is possible
that better mineralization is present deeper on the section where a mineralized fault would intersect the Basal
Quartzite Member. This would be about 200 metres deep based on the section interpretation.
In conclusion, the geology of the Haldane property of Alianza has many of the characteristics typical of
the Keno Hill mining district and hosts numerous mineralized zones with evidence of significant Ag-Pb-Zn veinfault mineralization. Further exploration is justified to try to expand the mineralization at the West Fault and
Middlecoff Zones, as well as, to advance the level of understanding of the overall MHVS and other showings
on the property. The recommended first stages of this work is outlined in the following section of this report.
Review of project data did not identify any significant risks or uncertainties that could be reasonably expected
to affect the reliability or confidence in the exploration information summarized in this report. Project risk is
high because the Haldane property is an early-stage exploration project with no guarantee that the exploration
results to date indicate an economic ore body.

26.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
The Haldane property is at a relatively early stage of exploration and there is a broad scope for work
that could be done to advance the multiple targets that are present. Whereas there is need to detail many of
the targets prior to drilling, with geological mapping, geophysical and geochemical surveys, there are also
targets defined, such as the West Fault, that require diamond drilling to test their continuity along strike and
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to depth as the next step. As such, the following recommendations are not mutually exclusive of each other
and the outlined drilling is not considered contingent on preliminary work unless specifically indicated. A
budget for the proposed Phase 1 work is detailed in Appendix A, including drilling for 2560 m.
26.1 Program
The high-grade silver mineralization intersected by Alianza at the West Fault should be considered the
highest priority for additional drilling. This Phase 1 work will have two goals; to intersect additional high-grade
mineralization and expand the zone, and to gain a better understanding of the structural controls of the zone
that can be applied to further drilling and may be applied to other zones on the MHVS. The recent grid-style
step out drill holes at about 50 m spacing (horizontal and down dip) have shown an apparent steep southwest
plunge. This style of drilling should continue to search for mineralization to the south along the West Fault
structure and refine the plunge control. An initial program of 2030 m in 7 holes is proposed to test the zone to
the southwest (Figure 33). This program will test the West Fault an additional 150m on strike and 50m down
dip on the zone from hole HLD21-24. Drilling could also be done to the north as the mineralization intersected
in the WF2 vein-fault, in HLD21-25 and 27, is open in that direction and multiple mineralized shoots are
common within the Keno Hill vein-fault systems. However, step outs to the north are not included in the
priority Phase 1 budget.
Additional work at the Middlecoff Zone is also recommended for Phase 1. The Middlecoff Zone
presents distinct potential to expand high grade shoots within a substantial, mineralized vein-fault system.
Drilling in 2019 and 2020 demonstrated that the zone is open along strike and down dip below the Ewing Fault.
This is corroborated by historical results from the historical underground development and drilling. Future
drilling should step out both north and south along the zone, starting close to the workings, to expand high
grade mineralization and initially target a shallow plunge of 0° to 20°S, which was successful in 2019. The
Middlecoff long section (Figure 29) shows a gap in information in this direction, stepping south from drill hole
HLD20-21 and down dip from the high-grade intercept in historical underground hole UM-02. Testing this gap
should be a top priority at Middlecoff. Unfortunately, the steep rising topography to the south will make drill
sites difficult to establish and access will probably have to be helicopter-supported, so drilling multiple holes
from the same set-up where possible will be advantageous. Drilling flat to shallow dipping holes from the
footwall, as was done in 2020, is another possibility that can avoid the use of helicopters. However, drilling
more than one or two pierce points may become prohibitively expensive in terms of metres required to reach
them and the likelihood that a different drill capable of drilling flat holes would have to mobilized. Initially,
two drill holes for 530 m are recommended, drilling from the ridge above the zone.
A QA/QC program should be designed for the drill program to ensure that an insertion rate of >10%
standard (CRM and blanks) samples is maintained to fall within “best practice” parameters.
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26.2 Budget
The Phase 1 drill program can be executed within a budget of $2.0M (Table 20).
Table 20: Phase 1 drill program budget details. (Source: Equity, 2021)

Summary of Planned Budget

Summary of Planned Work

Haldane for Alianza Minerals Ltd.
Aircraft
Fuel (Jet, Diesel, Gasoline)
Analytical
Camp and Equipment Rentals
Drilling (Drill, Coreboxes, Padbuilding)
Equity Employees/Contractors
Other (Support, Supplies, etc.)
Geophysics (Surveys, Linecutting)
Misc Subcontracts
Report (Estimate)
Contingency
Total

Respectfully submitted,
Signed Murray Jones
_________________________
Murray Jones, MSc, PGeo
EQUITY EXPLORATION CONSULTANTS LTD.
Permit to Practice Number 1000183

Vancouver, British Columbia
Effective Date: December 31, 2021
Signed Date: January 21, 2022

$
56,580
$
96,526
$
24,947
$
123,894
$ 1,155,375
$
251,137
$
110,988
$
$
46,323
$
17,812
$
94,179
$ 1,977,760

2560
563
21
71
0
0
0

Metres of Drilling
Core Samples(incl. QAQC)
Rock Samples
Days of Field Time
km of Line Cutting
km of Ground Geophysics
km of Airborne Geophysics
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